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Abstract:

This paper tags the Section 4 Result of Ballot on Draft Standard D I. proccesed at March 1995 meeting.
See the companion document PS02.11-95/66 for the responses. The comment numbers in the TAG column in PS02.11-95/65
cross reference to the numbers in the techncialleditorial column in document PS02.11-95/66.

Action:

Adopt the changes in PS02.11-95/66 to replace the relevent portions of Section 4 ofPS02.111D1.
as shown in the companion document PS02.11-95/5S.
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I AlTfHOR

TAG

I PROPOSED CHANGE

I RATIONALE

MLT

T

specific tintings or time ranges should be defined for all intervals referenced in this chapk:r

CHRIS
ZEGELIN

Tl

Sarosh Vesuna

T =2
E=I
E=2

WHERE DID THE DESCRIPTION OF THE BIT I BYTE ORDERING GO TO? IT NEEDS TO
BE FOUND FROM PREVIOUS VERSIONS OF THE SPECIFICATIONS. AND REINSERTED
INTO THE SPEC.
Figure 4-1 has Sequence Control repeated twice. Remove one of these.

--- -

6, 7
4.1

4.1.1
4.1.1
4.1.1

remove second "Sequence Control" block. from figure 4-1

Editorial error.
Order" of bit transmission within each OCId should be spe..---ifitd.
figure is incorrect

e= 1

Correct Figure 4-1 by adding Address 3 and Address 4

The other addresses are defined in 4.1.2.3

IeffRackowitz

E=I

Change fmrt Sequence Control to Address 3 and octets = 8.

Jim Panian

E

Change to a larger frame size. 4 Kbytes is a good figure.

The maximum frame body lmglh of2304 is 00( a "Illandard"
mac frame size (see 802.3 or 802.5). Moreover this size
could be increased to allow beUer compression ratio if
compression is used. As fragnxnla1ioo is used, larger
maximum frame body length will not translate ida an
retries.
increase of transmission

McKown

E

this & section 1.6 imply MSB is xmitted 1st: should say so explicitly

clarity

Renfro
Rick White
Simon Black

E-2
E- 2
E=2

Repiaoe first Sequence Control with Address 3 in figure 4-1.
Add the following text: "Figure 4.1 also depicts field length in octets.
Finrt sequence cootrol field should be 'Address 3' in Figure 4-1: MAC Frame Format.

The value of this 'generic' MAC frame diagrun is quesaiooabk.

A Bolea
Bob O'Hara

4.1.1

C. Thomas
Baumgartner

4.1.1
Fig 4-1
4.1.1

4.1.1
4.1.1
4.1.1
4.1.1

I

Suggest that section 4.1 is resIructured to have frame formals
then field definitions thus:
i)
ii)
iii)
Fielch
4. 1.1

Okada

4.1.1

Jon Rosdahl

E=2
Approve
T2

~··bmission

In figure 4-1, the fmrt Sequence oorurol is changed to Address 3

There are two Sequence Control Fielch in Fig 4-1

Figure~1 : MAC Frame Format
Frame control
(2 octets)
Duration/Conn 10
(6 octets)
Address 1
(6 octets)
(6 octets)
Address 2
(6 octets)
Address 3
Sequence Control (2 octets)
(6 octets)
Address 4
Frame Body
(0-2304 octets)
CRC
(4octea ,)

Extra Sequence oonIrOI rcmovtd. Only one Sequence Como!
Field is defmed. Missing AdIRss 3 field restored.
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.

Delete section 4.1.1 Gencnl Frame Format.
Move section 4.2 Frame Types to section 4.1.1
Elements definitioos becomes part of 4.1.2 Frame

Simon Black, et. al.
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~c.1 AUTHOR

4.1.1

TJ

1

I RATIONALE

T AG - } i'ROPOSED CHANGE

A Bolea

DuraLion field should be placed all.:uddrcss 2 and it sboold
not be required in all frame types. Reasom:
I) Duration field is DOt used in all frame types.
2) We are trying to put address I at same position in all frame
types and given reason 1, duration field should be moved.
3) Address 1 should come as early as possible in frame to aIJow
an implementation as much time as possible for addn:ss

' .

filtering.
4) It was argued to place the Duration field in a comtam
position in frame so that the duration field can always be Jo.ded
into a NAV counter. However, the dunlion flCld C3IDOl be
used until the CRC is validated and message type cbcdc.cd.
Therefore the argument that • hardwan: implementation can
always take this field and place it into a NAV CIOUIlkr is not

correct.
1lUs commc:nt also applies to section 4.2 wb:re aJlli-arne types
are defined.
Number of octets roc Duration field should be changed to 2.
Fint of Sequence control fields should be Address 3 and its
octet count should be changed \0 6.

4.1.1

A Bolea

4.1.1

bdobyns

4. 1.1

C. Heide

T=2

4.1.1

C. Thomas
Baumgartner

t=2

delete second 2 octet Sequence Control field in Figure 4-1

There aren't 2 sequence control fields. Is this
where the missing MPDU ID field is supposed
togo?

4.1.1

Fischer, Mike.

T=2

consistency, correctness

4.1.1

Fischer. Mike.

T4

4.1.1

Glen Sherwood

T=2

Figure 4Dl is out of date. The Duration/Connection ID field is 2 octets in length. There is an Address
3 field (6 octds long) between Address 2 and Sequence Control, and there is only one Sequence
Control field Also, the Address 4 field should be shown as 0 or 6 octets in lenght because if not
necessary this field is omitted.
The Oframe bodyO field can be 000312 octets in length. Either show this or show a 0-t0-2304 octet
MSDU. prc:ceded bv a 1Hlr-4 octet IV and followed by a 0-«-4 octet ICV.
Correct Figure 4-1 \0 show only one "Sequence Control" field

4.1.1

Glen Sherwood

T -2

SpecifY correct number of address fields in Fig. 4-1, and define which fields are used for which
variables in sec. 4.1.2.3.

T=2

fig 4-1 is wrong. The duration/conn id is only 2 octets. The first sequence control is really address 3
and is 6 octets.
General MAC frame fonnal should include a CRC16 protected header afterthc: Address 4 field
(reference figure 4-1)

4.1.1
4.1.1

I Joe Kubler
Mark Demange

T=2

I

T=2

tS

Figure 4-1 says the sequence COIIIJ'OI appears twice, taking four octets. This disagrees with figures 4-8
and 4-9.
Figure 4-1 :
•
- Duration/ConnID length = 2 octets
- Missing Address 3 field following Address 2 field
- The second field labeled "SeqUerK:e Control" should be removed

•
I

4.1.1

Renfro

T-3

Move duration/Conn ID later in frame (after address 2)

- - - - -
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I
'
figure is wrong

consistency, correctness
Two "Sequence Control" fields are shown in Figure 4-1 ; I
,
believe there should be only one.
I
Figure 4-1 shows only two address flClds. Later ItXl in sees.
~
4.1.2.3 refers \0 four address fields, and does not specify where
they go in the MAC frame fields.

Protected header serves two pwpo5CS: 1. it will assist in HW
and SW processing required \0 get everything ~ within >he
SIFS period. 2. It allows the STAs to improve power
COIISUIDptioo perforrnanc.: by allowing processing ofth.:
incoming frame to cease IIS!<OOO as the header is reo:eivod in the
event that the fr.une is not destined for that statioo.
Duration field cannot b.! loaded into NAV COUI1ter until after
CRe has been checked. Also. more a.;!.,.aatage to have address
earlier in frame so that time allowed fOf" further processing after
address match is maximized.

I
!

I

I

Simon Black, et. al.

March 1995
I AUTHOR

[ SI':C.
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I PROPOSED CHANGE

____

______

I RATIO NALE

-]

--

Duntioo field should be placed after adorcss 2 and it 5bouId
not be required in all frame types.. Reasons:
1) Duntioo field is no( used in all frame: types..
2) We are trying to put address 1 .t same position in all frame
types and given reason 1. duratioo field should be 1I1O~
3) Address 1 should come as early as possible in frame to allow
an implementatioo as much time as possible for address
filtering.
4) It was argued to plM:e the Duration field in a oonstanI
positioo in frame 110 that the duration fidd can always be Ioadcd
into a NAV counIer. However. the duration field camot be
used until the CRC is validaled and message type checked.
Therefore the argument that a hardware impIemeola1ioo can
always take this field and p\M:e it into aNAV COUIIter is not
correct.
This comment also applies to section 4.2 whae all frame types
are defined.
Number of octets for Duntioo field should be changed to 2.
First of Sequence cootroI fiekk should be Addrcsa 3 and its
octet count should be changecI. to 6.

4.1.1

ABolea

T3

4.1.1

ABolea

T-2

4.1.1

bdobyns

T =2

4.1.1

C. Heide

T~2

4.1.1

C.Thomas
Baumgartner

t=2

delete second 2 octet Sequence Control field in Figure 4-1

There aren't 2 sequence control fields. Is this
where the missing MPDU ID field is supposed
to go?

4.1.1

Fischer. Mike.

T =2

CO(L<;istency. corredness

4.1.1

Fischer. Mike.

T4

4.1.1

Glen Sherwood

T=2

Figure 4Dl is out of date. The DurationlConnection ID field is 2 octets in length. There is an Address
3 field (6 octets loog) between Address 2 and Sequence Control. and there is only one Sequence
Control field A\IIO. the Address 4 field should be shown as 0 or 6 octets in lenght because if not
necessa.o' this field is omin.ed
The Oframe body<) field can be 092312 octets in length. Either show this or show a 0*2304 octet
MSDU. pm:eded by a Cklr-4 octet IV and followed
a 0-«-4 octet ICV.
Correct Figure 4-1 to show only one "Sequence Control" field

Figure 4-1 says the sequence cootrol appears twice, taking four octets. This disagrees with figures 4-8
and 4-9.
Figwc4-1 :
- Duratioo/ConnlD length = 2 octets
- Missing Address 3 field following Address 2 field
- TIle second field labeled "Sequence Control" should be removed

bY

4.1.1

Glen Sherwood

T=2

Specify correct number of address fields in Fig. 4-1. and defme which fields are used for which
variables in sec. 4.1.2.3.

4.1.1

Joe Kubler

T=2

4.1.1

Mark Demange

fig 4-1 is wrong. The durationlcorm id is only 2 octets. The first sequence cootrol is really address 3
and is 6 octets.
General MAC frame format should include a CRC16 protected header after the Address 4 field
(reference figure 4-1)

4.1.1

Renfro

SIIl;Jrnission

t5

T=3

Move duration/Coon ID later in frame (after address 2)

Page 3 of38

figwc is wrong

CO(L<;istency. corredness
Two "SequcnceCoolroI- fields are shown in Figure 4-1; I
believe there should be only_one.
Figure 4-\ shows only two address fields. Laur text in sees.
4.1.2.3 refen to four address fields, and does not !pCCify when:
they go in the MAC frame fields.

I

Protected header serves two purposes: 1. it will assist in HW
and SW processing required to get ewrything done within the
SIFS period 2. It allows the STAs to in¥ove powaooosumption performance by allowing processing of the
incoming frame to cease as sooo as the bcadt:r" is received in the
event that the frame is DOt destined for that 5bIioo.
Duration field carmoI be loaded into NAV counter UOliI after
CRC has been checked. A\IIO. more advantage to have address
earlier in frame so that time allowed for further processing after
address match is maximized.
-

Simon Black, et. al.
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TI4

AI end oflast sentence add Owithout indication to LLC.O

4.1.2.1.
1. also
4.1.2.1.
6
4.1.2.1.
1.

Fischer. Mike.

4.1.2.1.
2
4.1.2.1.
2

C. Heide

E

bdobym

Tl6

Table 4-1 should have another colunm which bus class number to correlate with the Slate infilm\a.lion
in So:dion 2.5
ModifY the TypefSubtypc allocations so that the types are as follo\O."S:
Type. meaning
00 • no response frame expected to this one (e.g. broadcast, beacon)
01 • RTS response frame expedcd to this one (e.g. CTS)
10 - DATA response frame expected to this one (e.g. RTS, POLL. Data+CF-x)
11 - ACK re5iX>IISC frame e~ to this one (~~ Management. UniData'
drop the word "asynchronous" from the "Asynchronous
frame type

clarity

I
i
I

TIS

Sarosh Vesuna

Change the 1ast sentence as follows. "A device that receives a frame with a hip revision level than it
can wwJcrstand ".., discard the frame."

o.ua"

The word "shall" in the cum:nl text will require the frame to be
discarded. This is not necessary if proper use of ekment fields
is made roc future revisioos. The device may then only discard
the element fields that it does not. uodcrstand. not the cmire

frame.
clarity
AI higber speeds (than 1 or 2 Mbps) the timely fabrication of
the response frames will be more critical than it is now. This
malc.es for a simpler non-software impIc:maUlion of the
response frame.

C. Heide

tl7

4.1.2.
1.2

C. Thomas
Baumgartner

t=17

Change Type from Asynchronous Data to Data. Change Subtype from Data to
Asynchronous Data. Check how this ripples through the entire document

Since the "data" type contains both
asynchronous data sub-type and time-bounded
data sub-type then its name MUST change. In
most of the rest of the document uses the name
Asynchronous Data to mean the contentionbased data type not both types. In most of the
rest of the document the Type is given as Data
not Asynchronous Data.

4.1.2.1.
2

Marlc Demange

tI8

lnsufiicicm reserved Management frames. Suggest combining association and reassociat.ioo requesIS.
Suggest QOIIlbining association and reassociation responses.

4.1.2.1.
2

TirnPhipps

Association and reassociations will happen infrequently relative
to all other traffic 0CClIfR0CCS in a BSSIESS thus the additional
ovcrbead of
.. the frames is insi~...
The CF ElII1> packet must have the option to ~ or
not acknowledge, the previous MPDU. Hmoe 1bcre is a need

Tl9

Add:
"Type = 01, Type description = control, Subtype value = 0000, CF END +
Ack".

I
:

!

I

I

datA is dau in this case

4.1.2.1.
2

I

I

I

for a "CF END + Adt" as wen as a "CF END".

I

I

!
I

,

4.1.2.1.
2

Wim
Diepstraten

Submission

1'20

The L1ble should include a code for CF-TBS.
This is needed to identify when the second field in the fnune header" should be interpreted as Conn-ID
rathcrthen OUR. (see section 4.1.2.2)

Page 5 of38

The question is why the Conn-ID needs to be part of the Header
anyway, sinse the address fields an: still part of that Heada-.

Simon Black, et. aI.
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TAG

4.1.2.1.
2,
4.2.1.4,
several
subseq

Fischer, Mike.

TIl

(recommendation): Change the name of the OPolIO frame to OPowerSave PoliO (globally, starting in
Table4Dl)

There is considcnbIe confusion, ewD among members of the
MAC
ova- the two differed (t.nda1ed) things caned
(}POll in this MAC. One is polling by a va-y low power
station to request buffered 1rafIic &om the AP wbile powered
up and able to receive such 1rafIic. This is the use fOf" the
OPolIO control frame, and can be made cieara" with this name
cIw!ge. The oth« is the invitatiom to transmit by the PCF
during the contemionDfree period. These have already been
renamed CPDPolI in the c:urn::m draft..

P. Brenner

T22

Merge the following Subtypes into one single subtype:
Association Request
Association Response
Reassociation Request
Reassociation Response
Privacy Request
Privacy Response
Disassociation
AlIthentication
Connectioo Request
Grant Connection
End Connection

AcoonIing to the MAC Architecture Blid Diagram in Figure
5-1 all these Frames are treated ideolically in the MAC and
MAC Managemeut State Machines, and are handled by the
MAC Managemeut &nice. So it does not make sense to add
all this infonnatioo to the MAC Subtype bcadc£.
It should be DOted also that there are aJmost DO Reserved
Subtypes in the Managemcnl Type. so we will probably .-d.
It could be argued that the Management Subtypes could F1f7W
into the Control Type (this is probably the reason why the
Control Subtypes sWt from lOll), this is not a good idea since
the Coolrol Packets are to be bandied at the MAC Slate
Machine, and any Reserved CcmroI Packet sbouId be rejedcd
at this level, while the Managemcol Type packds are handIcd
in an upper layer (so the MAC Stale Machine musl fOJWanl all
unknown M
t !*Xets)
Considel" two STA which are at the 'fringe' ofbeing in range.
Sometimes they can oommunicalc.. Sometimes they can't. One
STA decides to reach the oth« via To_08= I and sends &ames
1,2.3,4. The other WICS To_DS=O and sends frames a.b.c.d.
The tint then decides (bey! he received a,b,c.d with ToDS=O!)
that it can oomrnunicate directly, sending 5.6.7.8 with
To_08=0. Meanwhile the first four frames have been making
their way through the 08. Now &ames 1,2.3,4 are deliveredafter 8 and out of SCQUcnce (mavbe even bv a differ19 AP).
how does a STA know the physical location of the STA to
which it wishes to lend, i.e. whether it is wirelea or wired?

- --

uenl

places
(can be
easily

--

C'

text

seacche
dby
the
editors)

4.1.2.1.
2.

4.1.2.1.

bdobyns

TI3

Problem with To_ OS:

3
NotspccifYingthe algorithm fOf" setting and resetting To_OS in a STAcan lead to guarantecdout-ofsequence packets.
Duplicate rejection sequence nwnbers don't help here.

C. Heide

124

clarifY how a STA knows when to use the TO OS field.

4.1.2.
1.3

C.Thomas
Baumgartner

t=24

More explanation of how the STA knows when to set this bit is required.

4.1.2.1.

Mark Demange

t=24

Rick White

T25

Needs a cross reference to the place in the draft that describes how a station knows how to set the to OS
bit Exarnple: How does a STA know whether the destination of its packet is to the OS or to another
STAin the same BSS?
Any frame that is directed to another STA must have the OS bit set.

4. 1.2.1.

3

3
4.1.2. 1.

3
4.1.2.1.
4

A. Bolea

SlJhmission

E

Pagp

I)
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I
I

I

How does a STA know whether it needs to set
the To DS bit? Presumably it would not set this
bit if the destination STA is in its BSS. How
would it know this? How would it know if
destination STA moves to another BSS?

This is true for any frame fOf" which the sounJe can not directly
communicate with the dcstinatioo.
WOO is not defined at this poinI in the text.
True and False should be changed to I and 0 to be oonsistcm.

Simo,-

~lack,

et. ai.
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RATfONALE

SJ::C.

AUTHOR

4. 1.2.1.

C. Heide

E

Add WOO to acronym section OR expand and explain in this section

Table 4-2 usc:s WOS acronynt whi.::h is undc:t1n.:d at this po(nl

4.1.2.1.
4
4.1.2.1.
4
4.1.2.1.
4
4.1.2. 1.
4

Glen Sherwood

E

D.::fme WDS (wireless distributiun system).

WOS is not defined before being used.

Miceli

E

WDS should be defined in Section 1.3 - Abbreviations

This abbreviation is used without having been defJ..OeG

Rick White

E

Add definition and ~ation:; of"FromfTo DS" to Sections 1.2 and 1.3 respedively

Mark Dernange

t=24

4.1.2.1.
4
4.1.2.l.
4 (table
492)
4.1.2.1.
5

Rick White

T26

Needs a CI:O!I! reference to the place in the draft that describes how a station knows how to set the to DS
bit. Example: How does a STA know whether the destination of its packet is to the DS 01' to another
STAin the same aSS?
A Distribution System does not require an infrasIrocture netw<>rlc..

Fiscbcr, Mike.

T27

In rust row of table. add notation at end Oin same BSSO

ABolea

E=29

when both ToOS and FromDS =0, the frame will not leave the
BSS via the DS, so the use should be explicitly indicated to be
intraDBSS.
Should specifY that I means last fragmem and 0 etc. I know
I'm being picky here but this is a standard!
Same is true ofsectioo 4.1.2.1.6.

4.1.2.
1.5

C.Thomas
Baumgartner

t28

Add "valid only for data frames"

One assumes that only data frames are large
enough to require fragmentation so this bit only
useful for data frames.

4.1.:2.1.
5
4.1.2.1.
5
4.1.2.1.
6
4.1.2.1.
6
4.1.2.1.
6
4.1.2.1.
7
4.1.2.<7
4.1.2.1.7

Ma!X Demang;:

t29

Need to define 1= Last fragment and 0

J}RPPOSro CHANGE

4

4.1.2.1.
7
4.1.2.1.
7
4.1.2.1.
7
4.1.2.1.
7
4.1.2.1.
7

r\ stand-alone BSS with an ..\I'.:an have

4

D$.

Rick White

T=29

The state of the bit must be defined so that one can determine if it is the last fragment,

Undefmed values for necessary field is inappropriate for- a
standard.
Do.:s the bit - 0 or- I for- the last fr;.gmeut?

Joe Kubler

T30

may->shalI

all stations should use the bit the same way, not willy ni II)'

Mark Dernange

t3l

Need to define I = retry and 0 = first transmission

Undefmed values for- necessary field is inappropriau for- a
standard.
Does the bit - 0 or- I ror- a retry?

~

Rick White

T=31

~ state of the

Sarosh V.:suna

E=32

V&lues in this field are given in table 4-3.

A Bolca

E=32

"table 4-2" should be "table 4-3"

I

Geiger

I

bit must be defined so that one can determine if the frame is a relTansmission.

Editorial error.

I

E=32

CAM and TAM defmitions are missing
Add to abbreviation table
Change ref. to table to • ...Table 4-3·.

Jdf ~-kowitz

E=32

Table 4-3

Marl< Demange

C"'32

Incorrect cross reference. Should be "table 4-3"

Rick White

E=32

'The values of the Power Management field are given in Table 4.2 not 4.3.

BobO'Ham·

T32

add: "'These bits shall remain constant for each frame sequence des..'Tibcd in section 4.3."

Glen Sherwood

Submission

E=32

more fragm ents following
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I

Not clear what these mean

Typo.

=

Power management state
no! be allowed to <--baDge -on the
fly", i.e between RTS and DATA or in similar frame
sequences. To change power management sUle. " lta1.ion must
send a frame (preferrably management type) for the!lOle
purpose of .Il<>..wer

Simon Black, et. at

I
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I SEC. I hUTHOR

TAG

4 . 1.2.2

Rick White

T=35

4.1.2.2

Rick White

T=2

4.1.2.2

Wim
Diepstraten

T38

4.1.2.3
4.1.2.3
4. 1.2.3
4.1.2.3.

Sarosh Vesuna
Rick White
Geiger
I
A Bolea

I
J

E
E
T=2
E

! PROPOSED CHANGE

-

Must detlnnine the actual Section number in Section 5 that defmes the calculation of the value for the
duration field.
DurationtConn ID fi eld is defmed as 16-bits (2 octets) but Figure 4-1 indica1<lS 6 octets (48-bits).
Why is the Conn_ID part of the Head.:r. sinse the address fields are there for proper deslinalJon
filtering?
It shou ld be made clear which (Sul)}-Type will have a Conn-ID field rather then a OUR field.
Remove the word ''variously'' from the second sentence
Must contain dia2f8IIl of the bits in the Address field This can probably be taken from 802-1990.
Figure 4-1 shows three address fields. this section claims 4
J

1
4. 1.2.3.
1
4.1.H
4.1

TomT.

E

A Bolea

T50

I

I

RATIONALE
=-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......
I could no( fmd any iJJformation in Section 5 ihal d..--f.ncs how
the value of the duration is cakulated This must be defmed
Which is correct? (Note: Cbcck motions from Lake Tahoe
Moetine.)
What is tile function of the Conn-IO field? b it to be u.;ed for
filtering?

This word seems out of place.
Completeness
Resolve
I
The e)(planation from 20b3 regarding the bit ordering and
transmission of the address field was removed from this draft. It
should be replaoed and made even clearer!

Does IEEE Std 802-1990 indicate byte ordering of tile address?
With an inaementing number- for the Dialog T okt:o, we ne«I to
specify that each Sla1ion randomly select~ the 8W1ing value
when it joins a network. This minimizes the cbmcca of two
stations having matching numbers.
Altematively, we could define this field to be a random
IRm!ber. This would po:rl'ocm better than an increnxn:tini! .aJ~

Mark Derr--"Illge

e

Need to define how to identifY a mlilticast-group addvess. Least significant bit of most significant byte.

4.1.2.
3.2

McKown

E

what body?

clarity

4.1.2.3.
2

Fischer, Mike.

suggest that last sentence of (2) be deleted

I see no benefit in allowing stations that cannot send broadcast
frames.. Since many of the common higha-Iaycr protocols
depend on broadcasls in certain cases, this would allow the
aeation of network interfaces that could no( support facilities

4. 1.2.3.

J

2

4. 1.2.3.2 I
Geiger
4.1.2.3.
Rick White

T39

I

T =39
E

I

2) ....
, 1: Infrastructure LAN should be changed to Infrastructure Network - 2 occurrences.

expected by coumon protocol stadcs.
This slaJemenI is meaningless, remove iL
J

I

3
4. 1.2.3.
3

Tim Phipps

E40

Rep/ace: "'This field shall be a locally-administered group address".
With: "This field shall be a unique MAC or locally-administered group
address".

4.1.2.3.3

I

Geiger

I

T=40

Measures shall betaken in the selection of the value of this field to differentiate it &om other ad hoc
LANs in the vicinity.
Define algorithm for selecting BSSID values.

I

4.1.2.3.
3

Glen Sherw ood

4.1.2.3.
3
4 . 1.2.3.
4

Rick White

T41

, 1: The value of the BSSID shall be the MAC Address of the STA in the AP of the BSS.

Fischer. Mike.

T42

4. 1.2.3.
4.

Sarosh VesWla

E

The destination address (DA) field shall cont.'\m an IEEE MAC individual or group address that
identifies the MAC entity or entities intended as the recipient(s) of the MSOU (or fragment thereof)
contained in the frame body field
"addresses bas an extra "e"

Submission

T-40

_ .

One obvious choice of ad-hoc BSS·ID is the MAC ~ of
the station which starts the BSS. "The original form of words
does no( allow this.

I

What Measures?

"The term ~Measures shall be tak,,"il in the sclc.."1ion of the value
of this field [BSSID) to differenliatt it from other ad hoc LANs
in the vicinil)'-. docs no( constitute a designabk :Jgorilhm.
The AP could have anodJcr MAC address for the OS. 1be
address must be that of the 802.11 MAC
precision of specificatioo (since we have 4 address fidds and
need to be very clear about the role of each kine of address)
Editorial

._-
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TAG

4.1.2.3.
5

Fischer, Mike.

T43

4.1.2.3

Jon Rosclahl

T=44

Fischer, Mike.

T44

Rick White

T=44

.6
4.1.2.3.
6
4.1.2.3.
6
4.1.2.3.
64.1.2.3.

1- PROPOSED CHANGE

I RATIONALE

The soorce address (SA) field shall contain an IEEE MAC individual address that identifies 1M station
from which the transfer of the MSDU (or fragment thereof) contained in the frame body field was
initiated.
The Receiver Address (RA) field shall identify the destination address of the immediate
recipient of a wireless transmission. The IndivuallGroup bit shall always be transmitted as a
zero.
The receiver address (RA) field shall contain an IEEE MAC individual address that identifies the
intended recipient station, on the wireless medium, for the MPDU contained in the frame body field.
The RA must be an IEEE MAC Address of a STA (802.11 device).
more fully specifY RA and DA

C. Heide

t=42,44

4.1.2.3.
64.1.2.3.
7
4.1.2.3.
6.

C.Heide

t45

P. Brermer

T=45

The Receiver Address Individual/Group bit should not be restricted to be zero

4.1.2.3

Jon Rosdahl

T-46

The Transmitter Address (TA) field identifIeS the station from which the frame
tranmitted. The IndivlduallGroup bit shall always be transmitted as a zero.

Fischer, Mike.

T46

Rick White

T=46

The transmitter address (TA) field shall contain an IEEE MAC individual address that identifies 1M
station which transmitted, onto the wireless medium, the MPDU contained in the frame body field
The T A must be an IEEE MAC Address of a STA (802.11 device).

CHRIS
ZEGELIN

T47

bdobyns

T48

7

.7
4.1.2.3.
7
4.1.2.3.
7
4.1.2.4

4.1.2.4

remove restriction of 1\0 broadcast in T A and RA

was last

IF TIIE FRAGMENT NUMBER IS CHANGED TO INDICATE THE NUMBER OF REMAINING
FRAGMENTS FOR THE MSDU, THEN THE LAST FRAG BIT IN THE FRAME CONTROL
FIELD WOULD NO LONGER BE NEEDED.
Sequence control field is not long enough. should be on the order of (4 secondsIaverage frame
duration), which is much larger than 4096 for PHY within our PAR (e.g. 20Mbps, or even IOMbps).
4096 is dangerously small even for low speed PHY.

As an aIterna1ive require sequence to be maintained on a pereDA basis.

4.1.2.4
4.1.2.4.
I
4.1.2.4.
I
4.1.2.4.
I
4.1.2.4
.1
4.1.2.4.
I
4.1.2.4.
1

Rick White

T49

precision of $pC\.'ifi.:ation (sin.:>t _ ha~ 4 adoress fid.k .m
r.-i to be very clear about the role of each kine of.ddn:ss)
Clearify the paragraph, and make consistent with the other
definitions.
precision of specification (since we have 4 address fields and
I
need to be very clear about the role of each kine of address)
i
A STA can only transmit to anotbcs statiOlL Otherwise it is
I
pas&ed to the os.
in many cases RA = DA, and SA = T A For instaocc, in To_OS
data from a STA using RTS/CTS, the DAISA in the
comol:RTS frame have differeDl meaning than the DAISA in
the data:DATA frame.
broadcast data on wired network from a wired station that the
AP is broadcasting - doesn't that have a SA=wired station,
T A=AP, RA=broadcast and DA=broadcast?
I

In a Wireless Distribution System it may be adequate to
"forward" a multicast frame to several APs by using a
Multicast RA
Clearify the paragraph, and make consistent with the other
definitions.
precision of specification (since we have 4 address fields and
need to be very clear about the role of each kine of address)
A STA can only transmit to anotbeI" statiOlL Otherwise it is
passed to the OS.

4 seconds is the normative tiJno.to..Ijve value in a bridged
network. it is used as a stalking hor.Ie here for lack of a better
number.
Note that a busy AP could rollover the 12-bit sequence number(especially if it is not maintained on a pereDA basis) several
times per second at I or 2 Mbps.
More descriptive of its function

bdobyns

E

Change Dialog Token to Sequence Number.
replace "incn:menting" with "monotonically increasing" in the ftrst sentence

Bob O'Hara

E

delete the words "sequence number" in the last sentence.

Redundant

JeffRackowitz

E

Jon Rosdahl

E

Paragraphs 5.2.11, 5.6, 5.5, 5.8.2.2 call this field MSDU_ID and MPDU_ID. This paragraph calls this
field Dialog Toicen. We should pick one name and use throughout
...The format of this filed si shown in figure 4-4.

Add to the end of the current paragraph .

bdobyns

T51

Fischer, Mike.

T52

Submission

Not clear whether this value is the same for all DA's or is unique on a pereDA basis. Standard should
explicitly permit both.
in last line add Owith the Retry frame control bit set to 10 at the end of the sentence

better protection agaimt false dupli<:ak rejection
clarity
- -
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RMfi"o

4.1.2.4.

Rick White

Doc: IEEE P802.11-95/65
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TAG
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T=49

I RATIm;ALE

---~- ~-

I Having dialog token staniog at zero aDd incrcmcm.iDg for- ead!
Iran<lmission may resuh in seven.l Slations with approximalcly
the same dialog token aI any givm time. This can resuh in \oQ
frames iftwo stations with the same token attanpt to tnnsfer
data to a third station (i.e~ AP). A beua approach would be to
have the dialog token begin at a random IIIIIrD:r aod Iheo
increment. The best approach would be to make the dialog
token a random number whidI is updated with cadt
transmission, This would avoid two stations geUing their
dialog token values in sync. It may be reasonable to amy
suggest an impIcmeota1ion instead of specify the approach. A
trammitting station may amWly pick. the dialog token bo~
it likes. A receiving station wilt have to keep tndt of the value
bowever it is assigned.
More desaiptive ofits function

T-50

Change Dialog Token to Sequence Number.

!

I

I

4.1.2.4.
2
4 .1.2.4.
2
4.1.2.4.
2
4 .1.2.4.
2
4.1.2.4.
2
4.1.2.4.
2

Figure 4-4 does DOt exist This reference should be moved to
section 4.1.2.4 and it should be figure 4-3.

ABolea

E

loeKubl«

E

fig 4-4 should be fig 4-3

Miceli

E

"The fannat of this field is shown in Figure 4.3"

Reni-o

E

Reference to figure 4-4 is incorrect.

Rick White

E

'There is no Figure 4-4 with reference to Frame Number. Figure 4-4 is an RTS frame.
replace the middle sentence with OThe fragment number shall be transmitted as 0 in the first or only
frame of an MSOU and shall be incremented by 1 for each successive fragment of a fragmented
MSOu.6
Increase to 5 or 6 bits.

existing text references inoorrect figure

clarity

Fischer. Mike.

T53

4.1.2.4.
2

leffRackowitz

T54

4.1.2.4.
2
4.1.2.4.
2

Renfro

T=53

Rick White

T-53

Must define value of Fragment Number field. Add text: "The Fragment Number field is a binary
representation of the fragment number. The first fragment is represented as B '0000. Subsequent
fragments of the same MSOU will be increment the Fragment Number Field."

Not defined.

Tim Phipps

T=53

The Fragment Number is a 4-bit field. It shall indicate the number of each
individual fragment. The format of this field is shown in figure 4-3.
Fragments are numbered sequentially starting at zero.

The specification, wrongly. said figure 4-4. 00( fiFe 4-3.
The start offset for fragment numbering should be specified
clearly in this section, I believe that zero is the best start offset

This will clarity an ambiguity a.< to wbc:th.!r ~ fU"St fragment is
numbered as 0 or I.

4.1.2.4.
2

4.1.2.4.
2.
4.1.2.5
4.1.2.5

Assuming a 2000 octet MSDU. the smallest size fragJncnl is
125 odds. If the fra8JDCdS are smaller (done by lidding •
couple of bits to the fragJned number) the last fragment of.
dwell time has • chance of being trammitled before the dwell
boundary. A couple ofbits for more bandwidlh seems like a
good choice.
Need to add dcfmitioo offield for fU"St fragmenL Is it 0000 or

00011

Sa.'"OS.'1 Vesuna

T-53

At the end of this section add the following text. "The first fragmentis numbered as I".

Rick White
Fischer. Mike.

E
T55

Change bytes to octets.
The frame body is a variable lenth field that may vary from zero to 2312 octets. Ofthcse up to 2304
octets can be an MSOU or frameDtypeDspecific information in management frames. The remaining 8
octets are only present in data frames and only when WEP is in use. as indicated by the WEP fiune
control bit being set. The use of these 8 octetsj~described in section 5.4.

Submission
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TAG

bdobyns

T56

I PROPOSED CHANGE

I-RATIONALE
---

Requires explanation of source for 2304 as a value.
e.g.

2304 = (~! _6 3)

4.1.2.6

Sarosh Vesuna

T57

4.1.2.6

A Bolea

E=S7

4.1.2.6
4.1.2.6

Fischer, Mike.

I

Geiger

4.1.2.6
4.1.2.6

Greg Smith
TomT.

4.2

Renfro

4.2.1
4.2.1

C. Heide
Geiger

4.2.1.1
4.2.1.1
4.2.1.1
4.2.1.1

I

Rick. White
Rick. White
Rick White
Rick White

4.2.1.1

Wirn
DiepsUaten

4.2.1.1

A Bolea

Submission

I

-

-

(2' +2'r
2

To remove ambiguity.

The CCITT Standard should be referenced In addition, Ihe

HEC and CRC algorithms should be specified in the same
manner. Curreo1Jy Ihe wording style is Sllbswll.ially diff«em.
clarity, applicability to COIlIroI frames (whid:! IaQ( a frame
T=57
second sentence should state OCRC coverage shall start with the first bit of the prolOCOl version field
body) as well as data and
I frames
and extend through the last bit of the last octet preceding the CRC field.6
T=57
Replace CRC text with text found on page 164 ofIEEE 802.6-1990 or the CRC description found in
FiBt, the initial remainder is set to all ones, wbal is the purpose
the FDDI specification.
of complimentinglhe firsl32 bilS oflhe &arne?
1 This.-ls to be stated
I T-S7 I The initial CRC value --<>xfDf or -OxOOOO
If DOl stated explicitly will result in ambiguity.
T-S7
Add line stating: Octets are transmitted MSB to LSB.

I

I

TS8

Move Duration Field to later (after second address).

There should be a forward sectioo reference on "SIFS interval".

E

I

--------

anocber possible explanation is:

2304=

where:
7 '" the number of drafts of the standard before final approval
6 = the number ofyeus to approve the standard
3 = the number ofPHY types in the standard
2 = the maximum data rate the standard actually supports
Add the following at the end.
.. 1) The CRC is trarwmitted with the MSB ~ i.e. bit 32 is shifted out first".
Following theis sentence also add the text of the CRC from 802.4 specifying the initial value of tile
shifters & the value oflhe remainder.

Doc: IEEE P802.11-95/65
- :J

E

E
E
E
E=63

E

I

How about adding the octet size of each field in figure 4-4, 4-5, 4-6, 4-7, 4-8

Figure 4-4 should indicate the length, in octets, of each field.
Change "Infrastructure LAN" to "Infrastructure Network".
Change "ad hoc LAN" to "ad hoc network".
The DA should be the address of the STA contained in the AP.
Section below figure 4-4:
It should be clarified that RTS is also used for direct station-to-station traffic, also in an infrastructure
LAN.

TS9

Page 12 of38

1his makes much more sense. The duration infonnation may
or may DOt be useful in a given frame and cannoc be used unIiI
the CRC passes anyway. To ensure that statioos can respond as
required within a SIFS time, having the address wbidJ IDISl be
checked appear as early as possible in frame gives Ihe mc
: response.
more time to prepare Ihe
at this point SIFS intcrvaI is meaningless
So everyone can get a much better look at the ovcrbead
asaociated with this standard.

I

I
I

I

The AP could have anotber MAC address for the DS. The
addressmUSl be that of the 802.1 J MAC.
The teXl does ~Iy that in an Infrastructure the RTS is only
used for transmisiion to the DA. STA-STA and AP-STA is
however also possible.
Descriptioo ofDA in lnfnsaructure netwQfb implies that all
data goes through AP and that STA-STA data is DOl allowed..
We should not preclude STA-ST A traffic in Infrastructure
networks.

Simon Black, et. al.
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TAG

Fischer, Mike.

T60

4.2.Ll

JoeKuber

T=59

4.2.1.1

Rick White

T61

4.2.1.1
4.2.1.1.

Rick White
P. Brenner

T=3S
E=59

4.2.1.1 .

Fischenna: RTS
Frame Format

T=60

I

-

L PROPOSEDCHANGE

_ _ _ ___

_ ________

l

The addressing would be easier to understand if the addr~ fields were designated RA and T A,
because ~ fields aIw.ys are individual ~tiOJ1l:l on the WM, which is a ~ of RA a~ T A. IL~
defined (ooo:ect1y, per my commenIS above) but not necessarily properties of DA and SA Then have
the descriptive text state:
.
OThe RA ofthis frame shall be the address of the STA, on the WM, of the intended recipient of a
pending. directed Data frame. This may not be equivalent to the subsequent DA of the Data frame on
infmsuudlJre LANs, where RTS frames sent by nonDAP stations shall oontain an RA Ihal designates
the AP with which the STA is associat.."(f in caSC$ where !he subsequent Data frame is being S¢IlI 10
distributio:n services (foDS<-l in the Data frame). In Ad..noc LANs, the RA s/ulJ! always equal the DA
oftbe subsequent Data frame_ The SA shall always be the address of the station tranSmitting !he RTS
frame. ToDS and FromDS shall always be =0 in RTS frames.
after the figure replace text up to but not including the sentance about "TIle SA" with "The DA shall
be the address of the destination of the subsequent data or RWJagement frame.

Must define the Frame Control field on a bit-by-bit basis for an RTS frame.

RATiONA~---

~

-

precision

the dOOIssion implies that dire..."ted mpdus in a BSS managed
by an AP are not possible or that the AP must do the
reservation acknowledgcmcots. I do not believe we eIiminakd
directed frames with AP help in any_session.
Makes Standard mudl clearer. Bctur chance of

ility.

Rick Whit.:

4.2.1.2
4.2.1.2
4.2.1.2

Greg Smith

Fi5clIcr, Mike.

T63

4.2.1.2

Jon Rosdahl

T64

E

Must define how the Duration field is calculated.
Remove the sartence: ~In an infras1Jucture LAN the DA shall be the address of the AP with which the
station is associated"
fiellb DA and SA should be changed to RA and T A, respectively

This lead<; to the asswnplion that there are no directed &ames.

Wbile it is true that for unforwardcd traffic, RA=DA. SA=TA,
the equalities are NOT true for frames that must be forwarded.
1bcrefore, for CIOIIlroI frames., RA and T A are bcaa- name
choices for the field<!.

Figure 4-5 should indicate the 1<:nRth, in octets. of ea.ch field.

I Eff62 I CTS fi'ame sbouJd (X)JJ\ain SA info:mation (or MPDU 10) see 5.8.2.2
The a.c:idfessing would be easier to understand ifthe address was designated RA, which is always a
unicast address of a station on the WM, which is not necsaarily a property ofDA Also, the text should
stale OTbe receiver .ddress of the CTS frame shall be copied from the transmitter address field of the
immediately previous RTS frame to whcih this CTS is a response.O
The frame foonat for the CTS frame is shown in Figure 4-5.
Figure 4-5: CTS Frame

I To ensure the CTS is from the oorrect stati<.on
precision

The Source address was not included. The soosc:e
address is required to be present in al frames to perform
complete illdepelldant Networ1I: Management.

(Text view of the graphic)
FrameControi

Duration
DA
SA
CRC

(2 octets)
(6 octets)
(6 octets)
(6 octets)
(4 octets)

The destination address of the CTS frame shall be taken from the source address field of the
RTS frame to which the CTS is a response.
-l.2.1.2

Rick While

T-61

Must define the Frame Con1roI field on a bit-by-bit basis for a CTS frame.

4.2. 1.2

RiCK White

T-35

Must define bow the Duration field is calculated.

Submission
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MaIc.es Standard much clearer. Better dwx:e of
bility.
-
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Simon Black, et. aI.

I
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I
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4 .2 .1.2.
4.2.1.3

D. Johnson

TAG
T65

I PROPOSED CHANGE

I RATIONALE

I>ocumed 11-94/2598 has acceptable wording.

and

8.1.2

Doc: IEEE P802.11-95/65
_ =::::J

TIle MAC. to be UDiwnal. sbould have a mcdunism far
implementing transmitter power oomoI even if the prescDIy
specified PHYs cannot ~ iL Preliminary studies show
that at least 2 : 1 throughput density per Hertz ofbmdwidlh can
be adJieved with power conIrol The scarcity of spectrum
dictates that a method must be available to achieve this added
throughput capability as tecmoIogy advances.

4.2.1.2.

Fischerma:CTS
Frame Format

T=63

4.2.1.3
4.2.1.3
4.2.1.3

Rick. White
Rick. White

Figure ~ should indicate the length, in octets. of each field.
Change "previous Data" to " previous
Data".
Below figure ~:
Aclc can also be following a Control (Poll) frame.
I ElT66 I ACK frame should contain SA information (or MPDU 10) S<le 5.8.2.2
T67
The addressing would be easier to understand if the address was designated RA. which is always 8
unicast address of 8 station on the WM, which is not necessarily 8 property of DA Also, the text
should state OTbc n:ceiver address of the ACK frame shall be copied &om the Address 2 field of the
immediately previous directed Data frame or M ,n • . . - . frame.
T=66
The frame fannat for the ACK frame is shown in figure 4-6.
Figure4-6: ACK Frame
(Text view of the graphic)

4.2.1.3
4.2.1.3

Wim
Diepstraten
Greg Smith
Fischel'. Mike.

4.2.1 .3

Jon Rosdahl

fields DA and SA should be changed to RA and T A. respectively

E
E
E

FrameControl
Duration
DA
SA
CRC

I

To ensure the ACK is &om the correct station

precision

The Source address was not included. The source
address is required to be present in all frames to perform
complete indepet Idant Networ1c: Management.

(2 octets)
(6 octets)
(6 octets)
(6 octets)
(4 octets)

4.2.1.3

Rick. White

T=61

The DA of the ACK frame shall be the address contained in the SA field of the immediately
previous Data or Man
frame.
Must defme the Frame Control field on a bit-by-bit basis for an ACK frame.

4.2.1.3
4.2.1.3,
4.2.1.2

Rick. White
D. Johnson

T=35
T=65

Must define bow the Duration field is calculated.
Document 11-94 1 259a has acoep!8ble wording.

4.2.1.3.

Fischenn8:AC
KFrame
Fonnat

T=67

field DA should be changed to RA

4.2.1.4

CHRIS
ZEGELIN

T68

ADD SID FIELD TO PICTURE

and

8.1.2

Submission

This is one of the reasons for the 110 vote.
While it is true that for unforwarded traffic. RA..DA.. SA-T A.
the equalities are NOT true for frames that must be forwarded.
TIlerefore. for control frames, RA and T A are bc:acr oame
choices for the fields.

Makes Standard much clearer. Better chance of
ility.
i

The MAC, to be univcnal, should have a mcchani.sm for
implementing tnmmittcr power comroI even if the prescmIy
specified PHYs cannot impIerncm iL Preliminary studies show
that at Ieasl 2: 1 throughput density per Hertz ofbmdwidlh can
be acbieved with power COOIroI. The scarcity of spedlUID
dictates that a method must be available to adJieve this added
throughput capability as technology adv3nces.

This is one of the reasons for the no vote.
While it is true that for unforwarded traffic. RA=DA. SA=T A.
the equalities are NOT true for frames that must be forwarded.
1berefore. for control frames, RA and T A are bdter- name
choices for the fields.
THE PICTURE DOES NOT SHOW THE LOCATION OF
THE SID FlELD
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4.2.1.4

Sarosh Vesu!lll

T=68

4.2.1.4
4.2.1.4
4.2.1.4

Sarosb Vesuna
A Bolea
Glen Sherwood

T=68
E=68
E=68

4.2.1.4
4.2.1.4
4.2.1.4
4.2.1.4

Mark Demar.~e
Miceli
Ric.1( White
Rick White

e=68
E=68
E
E
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I RATIONALE

--

-

loe Duration field is irrelevant for a Polt frame imd must be removed from the POLL.

,

-

-

-

-

- -

The PSP station res;xlnding to a TIM do.:.-< flO( Icnow ~ length
of the data frame and thus cannot place a value in the dunltion

The SID ficid must be added to the POLL frame. This field goes between the SA & the CRC.

ClarifY what is meant by the SID field. Is it the SA field?
Pam!(T'l\ph 2 makes ref~ 10 the SID a field which is ~ pr.:seul in the frame.
The PoU Frame in Figure 4.7 docs not contaulthe £dd SID which is referenced oolow
FlQure 4-7 should indicate the Ien<rth, in octets, of each field
BSS Identifier shall be the address of the STA contained in the AP.

--

P802~i 1-95/65

field.
Missing field. Already voted in. Editorial error.
Figure 4-7 is missing the SID field.
Text refers to an SID field. Diagram does not show it. but
shows an SA field. Prior text refer.; to SA field as "ell.

!to
The AP could have another MAC address for the OS. The

address must be that of the 802.11 MAC.
4.2.1.4
4.2.1.4

Rick White
Tim Phipps

E
E=63

Figure 4-7 MAC Header includes SA.

Replace "Duration" with "SID",

Figure 4-7: Poll Frame

The diagram must include a SID, since the text in this scctioo
refers to a SID.
The diagram should not include a duration field since it is not
useful in a poll as in the case where there is a PoIl-Data-Ad(
exchange the polling station does not know the Wruioo of the
dalaMPDU.

!

E-68

4.2.1.4

Wim
Diepstraten

4.2.1.

C. Thomas
Baumgartner

t=68

4.2.1.
4

C.Thomas
Baumgartner

t69

4.2.1.4

Fischer. Mike.

TIO

4.2.1.4
4 .2.1.4

Joe Kubler

Renfro

4.2.1.4

Figure 4-7 does not show the SID field.

The SID field is part of the Poll fr3me.

Change SA to "DA (SID)" in Figure 4-7
Change following paragraph to "The BSS Identifier, the address of the AP, is
the source address. The DA is the SID asssigned by the AP in the Associate
Response frame."
Where is CF-Poll bit?

The source address is the BSSID of the AP.
There is no destination address in the frame.
Need to tie the DA into the SID.

CXJrTeCtness. consistency

T=68
T=68

Suggest Il3Dle change to OPowerSave PoliO
The addressing would be eaiJer to understand ifthe address was designated T A
The text calls for an SID field which does not lIppe3I'in figure 4D7.
in fig 4-7. duration is station id.
Add SID back into Poll Frame Format

Rick. White

T--61

Must define the Frame Control field on a bit-by-bit basis for a Poll frame.

4.2.1.4

Rick. White

T=68

4.2.1.4

Tom T.

TIl

There is no SID shown In Figure 4-7. Should the text be deleted or a SID fteld be added in
Figure 4-71. If the rleld is added it must be PClrt of the Frame Body.
Change this section to section 4.2.U.
Make 4.2. 1.4 the description of the CF-END frame.

4

Submission
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I
I
I

I can't find mention of CF-Poll bit referred to in
5.3.3.1

The teXl implies this.
This would be useful if APs are to respond to a Poll by
transmiuinlt Data afI.cr an SIFS inIcrvaJ.
Makes Standard mudt clearer. BeUer clwlce of
interopaability.

CF-END desaiption missing.

Simon Black, et. aI.

March 1995
I-SEC.

4.2.1.4

Doc: IEEE P802.11-95/65

IAUfHOR

TAG

I PROPOSED CHANGE

T/E=68

Jon Rosdahl

I

The frame format for the Poll frame is shown in Figure 4-7.
Figure 4-7: Poll Frame

RATI()NALE_

The SID field was left eM of the figure.

(Text view of the graphic)
FrameControi
Duration
BSSID
SA
SID
CRC

(2 octets)
(6 octets)
(6 octets)
(6 octets)
(2 octets)
(4 octets)

The BSS Identifier (BSS ID) shall be the address of the AP. The SA shall be the address of
the station transmitting the frame. The Station Identifier (SID) shall be the value assigned by

frame.

4.2.1.4.

Fiscbenna:POL
LFrame
Format

T=70

the AP in the associate
field SA should be changed to T A

4.2.1.5
4.2.1.8

Jeff Rack.owitz
Bob O'Hara

E=71
T=34

Add: CF End Frame
EI.imina1e MElemaus Present"

4.2.2
4.2.2.1
4.2.2.1
4.2.2.1
4.2.2.1

Rick White
Bob O'Hara
C. Heide
I
Gei2er
Glen Sh.c:rwood

E72
E=73
E
E-72.73
E-73

4.2.2.1
Fig 4-8
4.2.2.1
4.2.2.1
4.2.2.1

Jeff Rackowitz

E=73

Title of section should be Asynchronous Data frames
replace "sequence number" and "fragment number" blocks with "Sequence Control"
remove the word "a" from the sentence: "a) If the stalion is an AP or is a associated ... "
Why doesn't figure 4-1 and figure 4-8 look the same?
1
Change "Sequence Number" to "Sequence Control" in Figure 4-8. for comistency. Remove "Fragmem
Number" from same diagram. Same for Figure 4-9. Keep the DA field the same in all cases. Using
address 1 to perform receive decisions doesn't buy much efficiency and is confusing.
Combine Sequence Number and Fragment Number into one box and call it Sequence Control.

Renfro
Rick White
Rick White

E=73
E
E

Update figure 4-8 to reflect charu!.es shown in figure 4-1 .
Figure 4-8 should indicate the length in octets of each field.
The RA shall be the address of the STA contained in the AP.

4.2.2.1

Rick White

E

The T A shall be the address of the STA contained in the AP.

4.2.2.1

Rick White

E

BSSID a) BSS Identifier shall be the address of the STA contained in the AP .

4.2.2.1
4.2.2.1

Rick White
Rick White

E
E

BSSID b) Chanae "LAN" to .networi('
Change "Data frames· and ·Data subtype" to "Asynchronous Data frames" and
·Asynchronous Data subtype".

S.. l,mission

J

While it is true thai for unforwardcd traffic., RA-DA. SA=TA.
the cqua1ities arc: NOT true for frames that must be forwarded..
Therefore, for COIIlroI frames, RA and T A arc: bella- _
choices for the fields.
Not necessary sioce the cootenl of.alI frames is fixed. Then: is
never an ambiguity that some piece of information is pre$CIlI. or

Pagp l6 of38

not.
To be comistent with frame formats defined.

Figure is in error.
not a IICIII.enC:e

1

Thcyshould

I

CoosisImcy and correctDess. The fragJneulllUlllbcr and
sequence number arc: included in one siJdeal-bit value called
.~.""""

Control".

The AP could have aootbcr MAC address for the OS. The
address must be that of the 802.11 MAC.
The AP could have another MAC address for the OS. The
address must be that oftbe 802.11 MAC.
The AP could have another MAC address for tbe OS. The
address must be that oftbe 802.11 MAC.

Consisleol with scdiou 4.

Simor lliack, et. aI.

M~-.ch

Doc.: IEEE PB02. t 1-95/65

1995

. =

LSEG._i AlITHQR
4.2.2.1 , 'fim Phipps

TAG

E

I,

J_~QPOSEpCHANGE

Delete" A station shall use tile contents of Address I to perform address
matching for receive decisions" .

RA1'IONA-..:;(E
= --_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......I

The sp:cification did not p.:nnit II. broodc;;.'<l :-> be ~c.;i to II.
single BSS (but would have made all broadcasts entirely
global).

Insert "For point to point transmissions (ToDS=O and FromDS=O), a station
shall use the contents of Address I and the BSSID to perform address
matching for receive decisions.

,

,

I

I
I

4.2.2.1

TomT.

4.2.2.1

Wim
Diepslraten

4.2.2.1

A. Bolca

E=73

E

C. Heide

T-73

4.2.2.1

C. Heide

T14

4.2.2.
1

C.Thomas

t75

Submission

Make consistent with field rwnes in Sc:d..i0n4.1. 2.4.

It should be clarified when a receiver should welinterpret !he BSSID address field
A station (not AP) should verifY the BSSID field only to QualifY !he aoceptance of a Broadcast or
Multicast frame.

Receivers should explicitly check wbetber the BSSID ma1cbcs
wbCD receiving a BClMC frame to bIodc any BClMC frames
from other ESS's, and to prcvClll duplicate BClMC frames
within the same ESS.
It is slated that II. Null frame type may be sen! by any Cf aware
station. We should not preclude non-CF statioos from
transmitting a NuU Frame Type. "I'1m frame type could be
useful for example in notifYing other stati<Jns of a change in
Power Savings Mode.
inconstanl with section 4.1 .2

T=16,34

4.2.2.1

Baumgartner

In Figure 4.8 • 4.9 (and 4.1) cllange two fields Sequence Number and Fragment Number ot one field
called Sequence Control.

Figure 4-8 should have a "Sequence Control" field and no "Sequence Number" or "Fragment
Number".
Table 4-4 tint row (f0 DS9l and From DS9l) rc:pl~ 8SSID with NtA

to Figure 4-8: DATA Frame add Address 4 field after Address 3, change
Sequence Number field to Dialog Token

Page 17 of38

,i
I

I

BSSID is DOt .-ded

Table 4-4 shows that Address 4 is used for one
condition. Paragraph 4.1.2.4 shows that the two
byte field Sequence Control is broken into
Dialog Token and Fragment Number fields.

Simon Black, et. al.

Doc: IEEE P802.11-95/65

March 1995
[ SE;C. .

4.2.2.1

LAUTHOR
Fischer, Mike.

[

TAG

TI6

I RATIONALE

[ PROPOSED CHANGE

Figure 4D8 should have sequence number changed to sequence COOlroI and fragment. number delded.

- -- -

~

correctness, ooosistency, cbrity, de.

In the text following Table 4D4, replace the fim 3 sentences with:
OA station shall use the contents of the Address 1 field to perfonn address matching for receive
decisions. In cases where the Address 1 field contains a group address, the BSSID must also be
validated to ensure tha1 the broadcast or multicast originated in the same 88S.0
OA station shalJ use the contents of the Address 2 field to direG1 the acknowledgement if an
acknowledgement is necessary.O ,
OThe DAsba1I bethe deslinaIion of the MDSU (or fragment thereof) in the &ame body fieldO
OThe SA shalJ be the address of the station initiating the transmission of the MSDU (or fi"agmqlt

thereof) in the frame body fieldO
In the sentence beginning OThe Frame Body6 add at end 6plus the WEP IV and ICV if WEP= I. The
Frame Body is null (length 0) ifthe Data subtype is not of the fonn OO!OCO
In the last paragraph, add at end
Ofor CF contro\ purposed, but shall only inspect the fram body ifthe data subtype is of the fonn
OO!OCO

4.2.2.1
4.2.2.1

loeKubler
Jon Rosdahl

T=73
T=73

Add an additional paragraph:
OAII stations shall process the Duration field contents of validly formed data frames to update their
N AV settings as appropriate under the coordination function rules.O
in fig 4-8, seq number and ftag number should be Sequence Control Field
The frame format for a Data frame is Independent of subtype and is shown in figure 4-8.
Figure 4-8: DATA Frame

as com:cted fig 4-1 and 4-3 illustrate.
Sequence Control Field missir.g, remvoed Sequence
number and Fragment number fields as they are now subfields fo the Sequence control field.

(Text view of the graphic)
Frame control
Duration
Address 1
Address 2
Address 3
Sequence Control
Address 4
Frame Body
CRC

4.2.2.1

Renfro

T77

4.2.2.1
4.2.2.1

Rick White
Rick White

TI8
TI9

4.2.2.1
4.2.2.1

Rick. White
Rick White

T=76
T-76

Submission

(2 octets)
(6 octets)
(6 octets)
(6 octets)
(6 octets)
(2 octets)
(6 octets)
(0-2304 octets)
(4 octets)

The contents of the Address fields of the Data Frame shall be
Allow null messages to be sent at any point in superframe.

t upon the values .....

Must be a subsection for each Asynchronous Data frame type.
Each Asynchronous Data frame type should define the Frame Control field on a bit-by-bit
basis.
The DA shall be the address of the device for which the frame is destine.
The SA shall be the address of the device originatir.g the frame. Does not have to be an
802.11 STA.

Page 18 of38

As curremly stated, null messages (subtype 0 100) can ooIy be
sent during the oonteotion free period of the supri'ame. These
messages may be useful during the conteraioo period as well for
such functions as informing other stations of changes in power
savioRs mode.
Completeness of defmition
Makes Standard much clearer. Better cbance of

interoperability.
Does not have to be an 802.11 STA.
Does not have to be an 802.11 STA.

Simon Black, et. al.

M~_~h

II

1995

Doc: IEEE

LSEC . . ] AUTHOR.

4.2.2.1.
4.2.2.1.

4.2.3
4.2.3
4.2.3
4.2.3
4.2.3
4.2.3
4.2.3

TAG
1"&0

Rid< Whl"

P.Br~

E-76
T=73

Fis..ilenna:DA
TAframe
format
Sarosh Vesuna
Bob O'Hara
C. Heide
C. Heide
Fischer, Mike.

I

Gei&.er
Jeff Rackowitz

T=73
E=82
e
e
E=82

I

£ =82
E81

I PROPQSEDCHAJIIGE

P80~.ti-95/65

I RATT0NALE

Last paragraph In section does not make sense. Must be clarified.

The SA shall be the ~ of the station from which the frame was originally iniliaJ.ed
field Iwne5 in diagJ1lffi are not consistent with description of 4.1 .2.4., fragment number is a sui>-tield of
sequence conIrol field, diagJll1ll shows sequence number and fragment number, diagram should show
only sequence control field
Pigure4-9. The Fragment number seems redur::.danL lSI! 't Ibis part of the Sequence control field.
replace "5e(lUCnce nurnbcT" a.., d "JhI.gment number" blocks wilh "Sequence Control"
remove the word ~a" from the sentence: "a) Ift.he station is an AP or is a associated ... "
In point (b) replace "ad hoc LAN" with "independent BSS" twice
Figure 4f>9 should be updated to delete the fragment number field and to change the sequence number
field 10 sequence conIrol.
Figure 4-9 is missing octet count for each field
I
Where are the element type codes defined and what does "ordered by increasing element type code"

._

I

If a STA can respond to a poll from a PC F, It shall

interpret all Asynchronous Data frame subtypes.
otherwise, it sMuId only process Asynchollous Data
frame subtype O.
The I13nSmitting station may be the AP.
Field name usage must be coosislent..

Needs clarifJC81ion.
Figure is in error.
not a sentence
that's whaJ. it means to sav
consistency

I

I

useful

mean?
4.2.3
4.2.3
4.2.3
4.2.3
4.2.3
4.2.3
4.2.3

Mart.

P. Brenner
P.Brenner
Renfro
Rick White
TomT.
Wim
Oiepslraten

e
E=85
E
E-82
E

E
E=82

"is a associared" should be "is lSSOciaroo"
Add specifications of the Cormeaion Request, Grant Connection, an<i End Connection frames
Add the Reguhujt.yDomain and the Payload elermnts to the applicable frames
Update fi~ 4·9 to reflect changes shown in figure 4·1.
Figure 4-9 shOuld indicate the lenath, in octets, of each fiekf.
delete ",,0«1 'a' in 'is an AP or is a associated. .. •

All the manal(emClll frames musl be~.:d

Figure 4-9 bas the BSSID and DA fields exchanged..

Management frames stay within the same SSS. and are not
frowarded by the OS. Sotbey have the To and From OS bach 0
in table 4-4.
An e~e of additional elemercs that do not Med to be
mandatory is the SuperFrame related elcmcdS, that should be
included in the Beacon when a PCF is active.

It should be clarified thar this section lisb the mandatory elements that are required per specific
management frame. However the frames can also conla.in additional elements.

4.2.3

Wim
Oiepslraten

E-85

4 .2.3

A Bola

1"&2

4 .2.3

ABolea

T83

4.2.3
4.2.3

C. Heide
C. Heide

Submission

T-73
t84

This section does also oeed to cover the remaining Management frame types.
- Connection Request
• Grant Connection
• End Connection

1ne BSS-ID and DA field! in fIgUre 4-9 should be revened.
We always want. to pcnorm addras fillermg on the Address I
field which should be the DA for M3Nlgemcnt frames..
'There is no reason for having li.~ parameters( with the
exception ofTIMs and Broadcast Indicators) as elements.
Using elemenas just add! overbead.. I reconuoend defming fixed
fields for each message type, and follow these with optional
element areas for TIMS and Broadcast Indicalors.
If we decide to keep these fields as dements, we should define
the timesIarnp as element #0 so thai it always oomes oot in the
same location of every frame IMking the hardware
implementation easia-.

Figure 4-9 should have a ·Sequence Control" field:md no "Sequence Number" or " Fr:lgmCf1l Numb.."'T"
add management frame descriptions for: Connection Request, Grant Connection. and En<I~«tion.
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The Weight field is gone, and the channel sync infonnatioo
should use the corrccI element names.
inconsistent with SCCIlon 4.1.2
to be consistent with table 4-1

Simon Black., et. aI.

March 1995
I

SEC.

I

Doc: IEEE P802.11-95/65

AUfHOR

TAG

4.2.3

C.Thomas
Baumgartner

t

4.2.3
4.2.3
4.2.3

I

GeiRCl"

loeKubler
Jon Rosdahl

I

T
T=73
T-73,82

I PROPOSED CHANGE

I RATIONALE

change Sequence Number to Dialog Token in Figure 4-9

Where are the element type codes for the elements
I
in fig 4-9 seq number and fraR number should be Sequence Control Field
The frame format for a Management frame is independent of subtype and is shown in Figure
4-9.
Figure 4-9: Managmement Frame

Paragraph 4.1.2.4 shows that the two byte field
Sequence Control is broken into Dialog Token
and Fragment Number fields.
Define eIemeol type codes
I

I

asccrrected6g4-1 and 4-3 ill~.
For consistency, the DA, SA order was restored, and the
Sequence and Fragment NIM11ber Fields were remoYeCI as
they are now sub-fieids of the added Sequence Como!
Field.

(Text view of the graphic)
Frame control
Duration
BSSID
DA
SA
Sequence Control
Frame Body
CRC

4.2.3

Lee Hunilton

T8.5

(2 octets)
(6 octets)
(6 octets)
(6 octets)
(6 octets)
(2 octets)
(0-2304 octets)
(4 octets)

The address fields for the Ma
t frames shaU not vary by brame subtype ....
Diagram of each management frame type showing all required and optional fields in the frame bodies.

The oonlcnt of the frame body of managcmcm &ames is not

very well defined. This would go a long way in canec:ting this

problem.
4.2.3

Renfro

T86

Define fixed frame for each management frame type. Add figure foc each frame type showing position
offields.

There is far too ndJ flexibility in the dcfmitioo of frame
formals to ensure iJuropenbility with cost effective deaigJIL
Only fields which may or may not be presenl should be
consider"ed elcmcds.. For example, in a beacon mc:ssage tbe
time stamp must always be presenl (.'. should not be an
element) but a TIM mayor may not be present (:. should be an
element). To allow for impkmeoIation in reasonaIDle ~
the position of critical fields in a frame musl be noI[ only ~
defined but also fixed in n:.lation to other tiekb.
Makes Standard much clearcr-. Better chance of

4.2.3

Rick White

T87

Must be a subsection for each Management frame type.

4.2.3

Rick White

T88

Each Management frame type should define the Frame Control field on a bit-by-bit basis.

Makes Standard much clearer. Better chance of

4.2.3

Rick White

T-82

The Address fields should be rearranged in the following manner: DA, SA, BSSID.

4.2.3

Tim Phipps

T89

Add:

This allows address matching to be performed the same
as with Asynchronous Data frames.
Then: will be 110 advantage from fragm¢uting a managaJIID
frame, but this would significantly increase the oomplexity of
management exchanges.

inter<>penbilitv.

ility.

Management frames will never be fragmented.
4.2.3 4.4

Rick White

Submission

T-88

Sections 4.2.3 & 4.4 should be combined.

The general formats of !he Management frames and Elements
should be prcsenled followed by each Management frame type
with a figure showing all fiekk present in the frame. A figure
should show the Frame Comol field 011 a bit-by-bit '-is and a
figure showing a bit-by-bit repre5CIIIalion of cadi eIemeD
. present in a particular frame subtype.
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P. Brenner
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P. Brenner

4.2.3.1

Jim Panian
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I RATIONALE

[ PROPOSf:DCHANOE

Figure 4-9 must have Ille-addresses fielch as Address 1. Address2 and Address 3 instead ofBSSlD,SA
andDA
Add: the BSSID on Management fr-.unes may be Broadcast..

~

Add BSS-ID and a field that indicates ad-hoc or

infrastructure network to the Beaoon.

The same fiItcring as in DaIa frames IDUSl be used.

When the station is sending a Probe request the BSS ID j,;
unknown
The Beacon needs 10 conIain the BSS-ID. BSS-lD is required
for a station 10 initiate an Associa1ioo request to an aooess
point Also. Beacons need 10 indicale whcIher the octwort. is
ad-boc or infrastructure. Otherwise. the station will DOl know
whethrr to L'!SOCiate with an access poim or not.
Delete the "Weight" field, since the use of it is not specified by
the standard.

4.2.3. 1

Tim Phipps

E=91

The Frame Body shall comprise the following information: time stamp, beacon
interval, DTIM period, DTIM count, channel sync information, ESS ID, TIM
and broadcast indicator.

4.2.3.1
4.2.3.9
4.2.3.1
4.2.3.1
4.2.3.1
4.2.3.1
4.2.3.1

Wim

E=91

The weigth field is not part of the Beacon and Probe Response.

The weigth field oonsept is I thought deleted from the standard.

Joe Kubler
John Haves
John Haycs
John Hayes
Renfro

1'91
T92
T=91
T=9l
1'93

delete wei~ channel sync information" should be ;'Set. Pattern. lndex. Hop Timing"
TBD
TBD
: The cb.umel sync infonnation is comprised of the Set. Pattern and lndex elements.
Add

FH needs 10 know. weigbtis gon¢
Which time starnv (short or I~) is used in the beacon?

4.2.3.1

Simon Black.

1'94

The BEACON management frame body shall ~ist of the following elements: Short Time Slamp.
Long Time Stamp. Beacon Interval, DTIM period, DTIM count, ESS ID. TIM and Broadcast
Indicator. Hop Paramders.

The weip e1~ is undefined.

Channel Sync Infonn.aJ.ioo is undefined.
Distinguish between beacon frames in Ad Hoe oetworics and
beacon frames in infrastructure netwods. Update 10 rc:Oect
C11ITal! tr.une IXlIItedS (e.g. , 00 weigbt field).
The 'Wcigb( element is no longer required and has been deleted
from the SIandard.
The 'Channel Sync Information' EIemcnl is undefined in the
standard.

Add Hop Parameters (for an FH PHY)
4.2.3.1
10
4.2.3.1
2
4.2.3.1
0
4.2.3.1
1
4.2.3. 1
1.
4.2.3.1
2
4.2.3.1

Jeff Rack.owitz

E=8S

Bob O'Hara

E

c:lpitalize "body".

oomistA:ncy

Bob O'Hara

E

capitalize "body".

~

Sarosh Vesuna

T9S

John Hayes

1'96

I

1.

I

4.2.3.3

I

A reference 10 the algorithm list is needed 1.inknI7wn at this
time.
TBD

The Identity Assertion element is Wldefined.

TomT.

T~84

Connect.ioo Request, Grant Connection, and End Connection sections need to be added to defUlC these
frames.

JeffRa.::kowitz

E-84

Add Connection Request Frame Fonnat.. Grant Cormection Frame Format, and End Conrtet."1ion Frame
Format. These exist in Section 5.3.6 but belong here.

3

4.2.3.1
3 to
2 .3.1

The formats of these frarn.:s need to be defined.

Bob O'Hara

Submission

E

replace "is- \Yilh "shall" _

-

---

--
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AUTHOR

TAG

4.2.3.3

P. Brenner

T97

Add a new element for specifYing the ~reason~ for disassociation.

4.2.3.4
4.2.3.4

C. Heide
C . Heide

t98
t99

Association reQuest must also contain a CF-awareness indicator.
Association request must also contain something to facilitate negotiation of maximum age of AP buffer-

4.2.3.4

Joe Kubler

TlOO

a "sequence element" should be included.

4.2.3.4
till
4.2.3.7

Wim
Diepslratell

TlOI

'The same elements as discussed under section 2.7.2 and 2.7.3 should be added here aswell.

4.2.3.5

C. Heide

t=99

_ _ __

Disassociation CIIn be iDYokcd for a variety of ~ (b.d
WLAN conncctioo, statioo removed for maintenanoc CIc.).
Speci1Ying and registering the reasons for cIis&<;sociatio will
help in the ongoing network
to be consistent with section 5.3.5.2
to be comistenl with section 7.2.l.5

data.
other protooois that have associationIreaatian functiom
(such as the proposed mobile IP) include such a field.

Association Respome must contain something to facilitate negotiation of maximum age of AP buffered

to be comistent with section 7.2.1.5

data.
4.2.3.5

C. Heide

4.2.3.5
4.2.3.6
4.2.3.6

C. Heide
A Bolea
Joe Kubler

4.2.3.7

Sarosh Vesuna

tl02
t=98
Tl03
T=I00
Tl04

remove status from the Association Response frame.

If an association request fails, send a disassociation fr3rnc, tbeo
there is no need for this field.

Reassociation Request must have a CF-awareness indication.

to be consistent with section 5.3.2.5
Can be .
inlo Association Message.
other protoools tlIB1 have as.<rociati<n'reassociation fuoctioos
(such as the proposed mobile IP) include such a field.
Clarifies that the Reassociation provides a new SID.

a "sequence element" should be included.
Change text as follows.

,
I

,
,,

" 'The Frame Body shall consist of a status value, an error indication and • new Station ID (SID)
assi1!J1Cd.
4.2.3.7
4.2.3.8

ABolea
TomT.

4.2.3.9

Tim Phipps

T 103
TlOS
E=91

Can be .

into ~

R~Message.

'The Frame Body shall consist of the supported rates and ESS ID.

The Frame Body shall consist of time stamp, beacon interval, DTIM period,
DTIM count., channel sync infonnation. supported rates and ESS ID.

Delete the *Weightw field, since the use of it is no( specifJCd by

the standard.
I

4.2.3.9

A Bolea

T-91

4.2.3.9
4.2.3.9
4.2.3.9
4.2.3.9
4.2.3.9

Joe Kubler
John Hayes
Joim Hayes
Joim Hayes
Renfro

T=91
T=92
T=91
T=91
Tl06

delete weight. channel sync information" should be "Set, Pattern, Index, Hop Timing"
TBD
TBD
Add
: The channel sync infonnation is
of the Set, Pattern and Index elements.

4.2.3.9

Simon Black

T=91

The Probe Response management frame body shall consist of the following elements: Short Time
Stamp, Long Time Stamp, Beacon Interval, DTIM Period, DTIM Count, ESS 10, and Supported
Rates, Hop Parameters.

Weight element is gone. Channel sync information eIcmenl
should be replaced with correct names.
FH needs to Icnow, weight is gone
Which time stamp (short or long) is used in the beaoon?
'The wei!dtt element is undefined.
Channel Sync Information is undefined.
Distinguish between probeIprobe response tnmes in Ad Hoc
networks and probeIprobe response frames in infrastru..~
networks. Update to reflect rurJ'Cd frame COIUOIs (e.g.. no
weigtrt field).
The 'Weight' element is no longer required and has been dddlxI
from the standard.
The 'Channel Sync Information' EIemenl is undefmed in the
standard.

4.2.3.9

TomT.

4.2.3.x,
4.3,
4.4.x

Fischer, Mike.

1'- -1)mission

Tl07
T

Change 'Timestamp' to •Short Time Stamp'.

Add Hop Parameters (for an FH PHY)
'Then: is no element defllll'd that is simply 'Time5tamp' .

Update with detailed frame contents and element definitions as shown in the appropriate sectiom of

completencs, clarity
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n
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TAG
E
e

Eat

4.3

Mahany

E

Change to: "'The following frame sequences are pennitted."

4.3

Tim Phipps

E

The following frame sequences are possible:

g)
h)
i)

j)
k)
I)
m)

John Hayes

4.3
4.3

Wim

EfI'
EfI'

Diepstraten

4.3
4.3
4.3
4.3

Bob O'Hara

T
T
T
t

Bob O'Hara
Bob O'Hara
C. Heide

4.3

C. Thomas
Baumgartner

I
Submission

t

Clarify what Request and R~ FrarJ'k."!I Me.
to ~ G'O!!!:istent with table 4-1
The "DATA-DATA (fragrnc:nted broadca.g MSDUr- is
missing &om the list.
Readability

rewrite frame exchanges to use correct frame type and subtype names.
Add "DATA-DATA (fragmented broadcast MSDU)"' to the list

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

P80~-.-11-95/65

!{ATIONALE

[ PROPOSED CHANGE

Broadcast MSDUs may be ~ into multiple MPDUs.
An ATIM may be seollo a group address, in which case it will
not be acknowledged.

DATA

DATA- DATA (fragmented MSDU)
DATA-ACK
RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK
DATA - ACK - DATA - ACK (fragmented MSDU)
RTS - CTS - DATA - ACK - DATA - ACK (fragmented
MSDU)
POLL - DATA - ACK
POLL - DATA - ACK - DATA - ACK (fragmented MSDU)
POLL - ACK (no data)
ATIM-ACK

ATIM
REQUEST-ACK
RESPONSE - ACK

Bro.dcast nnd muhicasl frames may be fragmented..
The Null-Adc. frame exchange is usefull to dynamically switch
from the TAM mode to one of the power save modes PSNP and
PSP.
It is importanllhal this &arne is also Adc.ed, to pr-evcnt thai a
lost Null frame results in an AP Ihal is not aware that a Sla1ion
is sleeping.
limit allowable &arne sequences
obsolete frame typeS are referenced
See commeot for 5.3.1 on S
missing frame exchange sequcnoes

I) OATA - DATA - DATA (hgmented broadcast/multicast MSDJ.])
ClarifY that items j and k are Management Request and Responses.
Add Null-Al:k..

replace "possible" with "allowed"
make the frame ~in the list consistent with table 4-1
delete CF-END from table 4-1
add exchanges:
I) Management:Beacon
m) ControI:CF_End
n) Management:Grant Connection - Control:ACK
0) Managernent:End Connection - Control:ACK
p) Management:Disassciation - Control:ACK
q) Management:Authent.ication - ControI:ACK

Add the other frame sequences possible

-

-

- -
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This list should either be marked as not
comprebensive 0' should include all poss>ble
sequences. I'm not an expert in this MAC but is
this_reallY all of the li~?
___ __ _ _
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n

4.3

Greg Ennis

T

Add the: following: ~ frames within each of these sequences are separate by a SIFS inlervaI.

4.3

Renfro

T

Allow for PoD - Ad with data present

4.3

Rick White

T

4.3

TomT.

T

This is not an inclusive list of ALL the frame exchange sequences. It does not cover CF frame
exchanges or Management frame exchanges. The section should be modified to show all
possible frame sequences or be deleted.
Addframecxcbange I) DATA-DATA (PCF CF-Burst)

4.3.
4.4

P. Brenner
CHRIS
ZEGELIN

E

4.4

CHRIS
ZEGEUN

4.4

C. Thomas
Baumgartner

e

4.4

C. Thomas
Baumgartner

e

4.4

JeffRackowitz

E

4.4
Fig 410
4.4
4.4

Jeff Rackowitz

E

Marte Demange
Okada

e
E
Approve

I

RATI:...:.O=-:N:..:.:ALE-='--_ _ _ __
---

_ _ _ _ _ _--'

-

Must say what we mean hear by a ""frame cxdJange ~-.
namely that tbe3c frames a r e ' " by SIFS.
The most significana powa- savings can be achieved iflong
periods of sleep are possiblc (PSP mode). As tbc:sc periods
grow ionga". it becomes impractical fOl" an AP to store aU data
destined fOl" a particular station where it can be available fOl"
transmission within an SIFS time. By allowing the: station to
poD the: AP and then remain awakc while the: data is
downloaded to the: AP &om anotheI" source., much ionga" sleep
times are possible with 0IIIy a slight increase in awakc time.

This cxcbange CUI ocwr cbing a Con.enlion Free period

,j and Ie, 9hould be MANAGEMENT - ACK
P
NOW THAT SOMEONE CHANGED THE DEFlNmON OF THE UNK TO BE IN TWO BYTE
INCREMENTS. THERE ARE LOTS OF ELEMENTS THAT CONTAIN A SINGLE BYTE THAT
NEED REDEFINING TO INCLUDE A PAD BYTE.
THE SECTION THAT GIVES THE AClUAL ELEMENT TYPE VALUE IS NOW GONE. LETS
PtITITBACK

Then: is no REQUESTIRESPONSE &arne t}pc.

Change first sentence to "Elements are defined to have a common general
format consisting of a one-octet Code field, a one-octet LInk field and a
variable-length element-specific field. Within the Code field there is a l-bit
More indicator (. .. ), and a 7 -bit Element Type field."
All the sub-sections in this section start with "This field ... ". Thls is incorrect.
Change to "This element..." and then edit the sentence as necessary.

Correct the description to match Figure 4-10:
Element Format.

These are elements not fields. Thls really shows
up in 4.4.10 when there is no element-specific
field in the element but the first sentence says
this field is a boolean indicator.

... Code field: a 1 bit MOI"e indicator ... a 7-bit element t}pc; a one octet link field; and a veriablelength ...
Link. defines the: Octets Specific to clements as 2-octet groups. sections 4.4.1 through 4.4.28 should
describe 2-octet elcment-specific field length as the: mimimum size.
Pictures of each element defining all fields should be provided.
Element type is not defined
.. a 1 bit MOI"e indicator (identifYing whether additional elements are present). a 7 bit Element Type,
one Octet Link field, and a variable-length c\cment-specific field.

4.4
4.4

ABolea
ABolea

T
T

4.4

bdobyns

T

Need a table of Element-type (numeric value) to element type (text) mapping.

n~instead.

-_ ._ - -

Submission
,
~

Define element type codes.
Since the link field QOUIIls number of2-ocld ~ should the I
elemeuls which curremJy require one ockt fOl" the elcmcd
specific fields( ex: Beacoo lnkzval), be ddiDed to be two odds
long. This makes Ibeir range wider, IIIOI"C Ocxible. witboul
incurring any overhead.
Ifwe don't add this dIange, we should specifY that uuused
odds are always zero.
I could just assume the beading suiH1umben are the: type
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4.4

Bob O'Hara

T

eliminate the element ooding mechanism and replace with a simple length + content format for variable
'ength information items only.

4.4

C. Heide

t

either:
(1) remove "even, "from Figure 4-10 "(even, 0 to StOr; or
{2) add Ii pad byte to all one byte elements; and a 'true 'cngth' field within elements of variable length.

4.4

C. Thomas
Baumgartner
C. Thomas
Baumgartner

I
4.4

t

must have the element type numbers defined somewhere in tills section

t

Change Figure 4-10: Element Format to "Link: 8-bit number of subsequent
octets (0-255)"

- - - -

Frame contc:nl and order are fixed. The currcrf. ekmcnl
encoding rnecbanism is overly comp'ex for the oe.:ds of this
!
standard.
choose: option (I) becauIc there is DO good rcaIIOIl why elcmaJlS I
should be an even number of 0CldS. Given the 00III.cU.>
I
I
supplied in the following sectioos there would be a lot of
useless pad Irytes added.
I

Protocol can't be implemented without Element
Type values
There is only one element type that requires lots
of octets-TIM. If we only allow for 255 octets in
the element specific octets there is plenty of
room for all the SID's ever needed. This element
has a 2 octet overhead so room for SID's is
~GER{253~)·56=1736

4.4
4.4

Joe Kubler
loeKubler

T
T

defme element type values. could just use section number as value. a table would be bener
add section defining sequence type for use with association and reassocialion.
4.4.x Association Sequence

all statioos must use same values
other association proeocoIs (such as the proposed mobile lP)
utilize such fimctioos to assist the OS (or sioUlar
infrastructure).

This field is used to sequenoeIicbrtifY association/reassociation requests. The element specific field

length is '2 odC\S.
Defme the element type for all defmed elements.

4.4

Lee Hamilton

T

4.4
4.4

Marl<. Demangc
Marl<. Dcmange

t
t

4.4

Mark Demange

t

Need to define value and position of spare bits in elements.
Need to define position of spare octet for elements where only 1 octet is required. Elements must have
an even number of octets requiring definition of which of the two octets contains spares.
Eliminate requirement for even number of element specific <X.iets.

4.4

. MalIc. Danange

t

Eliminate all defined elements and use specific frame formats. May keep elements conoepl for future.

4.4

Mark Demange

t

4.4
4.4

Miceli
Renfro

T
T

Need to defme elemenl type field for all defmed elements. Example: what is the type field setting for
the Beacon Interval element.
dement codes are not defined
Reduce number of parameters considered to be eiements. Reserve elements for parameters only present
part of the time and for future modifications.

4.4

Renfro

T

It is impossible to create elemenls if the elenlIft types are not
defmed.

Lack of definition will cause irK:unpatibilitics between differclll
vendors .
.on of the spec.
This requirement adds significanl ovabead to the elcmenl
process..

Submission

Element codes must be defmed.

lftheuse orall defined elements isund=tood1ben all fields in
elcmcnIS should be placed in fIXed frames thereby reducing
overbead. Examplea: Beacon imcrval requin:s 4 byres for I
byte of infonnatioo, DTIM ~ 4 bytes for 1 byte of
infonnatioo, DTIM paiod 4 for I byte. Broadcast indicator 2
bytes for 1 bit. SID 4 byres for 2 bytes. Short time stamp 6
bytes for 4 bytes. long time stamp 10 bytes for 6 bytes.
Request/response indicator 4 bytes for 1 bit. privacy algorittm
number 4 bytes for 2 bytcs. status value 4 bytes for 1 bit.curTaJt
AP Qkess 8 bytes for 6 bytcs. transaction scqueooc 3 bytes for
I byte, autbcttication algoritml m.anber- 4 bytes for 2 bytes..
Many of the above memtioned clemens will be used quite often
making the overhead unaCOt:p(able.
Undefined values for necessary field is inappropriate for a
standard.
needed for irrtcrop:Tability
MOlit fields now oonsiden:d as elements are always in a
particular frame type and should be considered as fixed fields
fllCec! locations. CuITClllly. the only field \Obicb should be an
element is the TIM.

m
I
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I

T

Elements should be replaced with fixed fields.

Rick White

T

There must be a figure for each field in the Frame Body showing the definition of the bits.

Siep

T

4.4

Rick White

4.4

4.4

Frame Body Element Content Definitions[Do not use element
structure]

-ORLink: 8-bit number which is the offset to beginning ofnext element from the
beginning of this element. efSH8seE1HeRl2 ootet gt'ettpS EQ 255 fer Q 51Q eeteS)

Submission
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RATIONALE
u~
E\cmcrcs are a con.,&ccc waste O(bds. lbcre is DOl re&QJ ....
the Fields can't be plcdc:fillcd to mblc the size of the Frame
Body ofManagcment framc:s. In SCXDC cases it takes 4 odds to
transfer I octet of infonnatioo.. This is a 400% ovabcad. In
other cases it takes 2 odds to tramfer a single bit 0(
information. This is a 1600% overbcad. 1bc clemen type can
be eliminated due to the fad that the type of the field is known
by its position in the frame. Variable lengIh 6eldo; could have a
length odd as the first octet in \he field. I will contimJe to voce
NO OIIlctter ballots for the draft along as "elcmmts" arc
presenI in the frame body.
Clarifies the Standard
I
--

---

---

---

I prefer a strict offsd-from-tb~beginning
derlnition for all control f"selds: tbe element
structure makes usumptions on bow much
compute power is available to pane
information.
H elements are retained, tbe link f"teld needs
to explicitly indicate how large this element
is. The problem case is where a new element
type is introduced (revision of 802.11) and it
happens to be put at tbe beginning of tbe list.
Older 802.1l-compliant devices will not know
how large the new element is and will not be
able to pane anvtbin2-

,
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Simon Black

T

Simon Black

T
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Each element is assigned a unique code as defmed in table 4-x below. Element TYJ>IlS shalt be coded in
natural binary.
Element
Short Time Stamp
Long Time Stamp
Beacon Inlerval
DTIMCount
DTIMPeriod
Broadcast Indicator
StationID
TIM
ESSID
Request/Response Indicator
Privacy A1goritlun Number
:.'tatus Value
Error Indicator
Current AP Address
Transaction Sequence
Supported Algorithm List
Authentication Algorithm List
Identity Challenge
Challenge Response
Challenge Result
Regulatory Domain
Hop Set 21
HopPattem
Hop Index
Hop Timing
Supported Rates
Payload 27
Connection ID

I

4.4

I PROPO~EDCHANGE

Element Type
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

- ]

Element types musl be defined within the SI.andatd

I

Time stamp information IIRISt appear in a fiXQd position to
allow easy insertion during transmissiOlL "The simplest way to
achieve this is to place the Short Time Stamp element ... the tap
of the list (with the lowest element type code). This will then be
the fU'Sl elemcnlll'llmmiUed acconiing to the rul~ in 4.2.3.

I

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
23
24
26
28

Link: Number of information octets specific to element.
The element structure shall always be an even number of octets. Ifthe element information is an odd
number of octets a single octet pad field shall be added. This value of this pad field shall be
OOOOOOOOb.
(The diagJ1llll may have to be modified to illustrate a pad field).

Submission

I RATIONALE
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"The Link tield in the elemcnl formal is currem.ly defined as an
'8 bit number of subsequenI two octet groups'. This docs not
work out for variable Ic:ngth information elemcnls. &ua- to set
the link field to the nwnbcr of odds in the elernenl information
field. SpecifY that elemeots are always an evm number- of odds
(pad the information field to an even number- of octets if
required). This will CIL'!W'e word alignment which seems 10 be
the inIeut.
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Add the following table, or distribute the values amongst sections 4.4.1 4.4.27:

Bement
Bement Type
Slort lime~amp
Long lime~a mp
Beacon Interval
D11M Count
D11M Period
~oadcast Indicator
S:ation 10
11M
ES3ID
Request/Response Indicato
Privacy Algorithm Number
S:a tus Va lue
Error Indicator
Current APAddreg;
Transaction ~quence
SJpported Algorithm Ust
Authentication Algorithm U~
Identity Challenge
Chalenge Response
ChaUenge ReaJlt
Regulatory Domain
Hop ~t
Hop Pattern
Hop Index
Hop liming
9Jpported Rates
Payload
Connection 10
4.4

Tim Phipps

T

1
2
3

Doc: IEEE P802.11-95/65
1

The ~ of eIemaD IDU!l be defmed.
The short and long timestamps have t-n moved to the start of

the list. This is to allow implemenlatiom to insert the
(varying) timestamp elcmcd body in hardw2R and formal
subsequent (fixed or slowly-varying) elemenls in software.

4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28

Replace: "Link: 8-bit number of subsequent 2-octet groups"
With: "Link: 8-bit number of subsequent octets. The starting position of any
following element is calculated after rounding this number up to an even
number of octets".

It is DOt sufficienl to record only the oumbc:I" of2~ gJOUpS,
because elements that have a variable 0IlIIIba- of octets (e.g.
ESS-ID) cannot be represented unambiguously.
Rouoding up the link field ensures that elemenls IIR always 2octet aligned, which was the imnIion of the original
mocWications in D I .

i
I

~"
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Second last senfence specifically says thaI tho: codes ~ dermed
in the specifica1ioo.

Length conflict of Element Type and Link field... Naming coofilict between Code field and Element

There an: two conflicting descriptions of an eIemenl in this
defmition ODe in the fust paragraph and one in Figure 4.10.
I'm not sure which is correct (i.e. which got voCed 011 during a
full wortUng goup session).

Type.

Make the MSB of the Link field into an extension bit E.
E=O
E=1

=> number of octets specific to element is equal to the value in the Link octet.
=> number of octets specific to element is equal to the value in the word fornJCd

by the Link field and the next octet. The Link field is the MSB and the E bit is
in the Length calcu1atioo.

ignored

Add element to indicate that the associating STA can transmit during the CF period. This would be a
one odd field that takes on true or false values.
4.4

Okada

4.4,et

Bob O'Hara

T
Approve
T

--

Table of unique e~ codes is missing. Assign elements numbers (~ny number will do; just go
down the list and sequentially number them) and add a table to 4.4 sunurwizing the element names
and code. (addiqg the length to this table wouldn't hurt as an easy reference source for the
implementer)

In many subsectiom there is the SIalancot 'The eiemenlspecific field length is one cx.1et. The Unl field rq:nserD 2odd groups implying thaI the length must be evm with one
odet always null. Sirx:e most elcmc:nts are less than 128 octets
it seems that the link field should be the exact length of the
element and include an extension biL

Section 5.3 .5.2 says this infonnatioo is nccdcd "fIc:n a STA
Associa1es with an AP.

In case of one odd element-length, which octet is available?
Element consists of even octets basically
Values and formats are unspecified for the defined information elem«ds

specification is required

replace "Beacon generationS" with "the generation of Beacon frames".

Better usage, clarity.

seq

4.4. 1
4.4.1

Bob O'Hara

E

Renfro

E

4.4.1

C. Thomas
Baumgartner

Represen1a1iOll of beacon inIcIval in msec is not consillkd with
later defmitioo (usee).

Change beacon interval field length to 2 octets. Define first octet as all 0 if
desired or change units to lOO's or lO's of microseconds and use both octets.
OR change Figure 4-10

t

Can't have I octet fields according to 4.4. Since
the capacity is available to become less granular
at no extra cost it should be used; at bigher
speeds in future might want to specify the

timing more accurately.
4.4.1

Renfro

Submission

T

Defme belWOII interval in tenns of number ofhops (or number ofbase inlervaIs for non-FH PHYs) not
milliseconds.

Page 29 of38

This simplifies the hardware impIcmcrUlion without
significanlJy impacting flexibility. It a11ow.1 a single base
counter (e.g., hop coumcr) to drive anochcr coumcr with
smaller maximum range for beacon intervals. wakeup intervals..
etc. With the 25 ppm accuracy of 802. I I c1oc1cs. having
beacons occur more ofteo than ooce every 500 msec or so is
wastefulofbaodwidlh. With a maximum hop dwell time of
400 1mCC, it is practical to limit the 0CCUlTCIICC of beaooos to
once every N hops. This also allows hop and beaooo SU'Obes to
be aligned. This is an advantage what ddcrmining when a
station must start to wakeup in order to rccei vc a bc:acon. I
would also argue that the beacon should then be delayed
relative to the hop sIrobe by a fIXed amount 10 allow for
wakeup 00 a hop strobe. This ~ amount would be the time
required for the station to go &om doze to full rcceiw: mode
.... ~.. about 4 rmec).
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4.4.1

Tim Phipps

T

Replace: "milliseconds" with "microseconds".

4.4.1

TomT.

T

Change field length of Beacon Interval to two octets.

4.4.1

Wim

T

till

Diepstraten

Suggest to put these three elements into one element containing these 3 fixed fields, because they arc:
always xferred together (in Beacon and Probe response)

Doc: IEEE P802.11-95/65
J
_u

__

This makes it oonmtent wi1h &be units in whi.:tt TSf time.. Hop
dwell time arc rcprescnkd in &.me formalS. h also makes it
consistent with &be proposed units in which &be beaooo irdavaI
intheMIB.
is
A 2SS nL'ICC beacon ~ is to short for some f~
applicatiom.
This reduces the ovcrbcad in a Beacon, without any

100000mexibility and fimctiooaIy.

Also:

4.4.3

Suggest to specify all timings in usee.
This applies to the Beacon interval, which would then require 2 octets.
4.4.14.4.27
4.4.10

C. Heide

t

add values for elements

what arc: the numeriaJ values for these elemenrs

leffRackowitz

E

4.4.10
4.4.10
4.4.10

John Haves
N. Silberman
Wim

E
e
E

When and where is this used? This wasn't defmed as a Frame body element. It looks like
Requ
is only covered in the subtype value in table 4-1.
On pg 64 should be 4.4.28.
Connect:ioo ID,_par. No out ofsequmce (appears after 4.4.27)
1be secuence nwnbering of this sectioo is not correct. Would expect it to be 4.4.28.

4.4 .10 is a duplicale.

I

Diepstraten
Err

4.4.10

Wim
Diepstrateo

4.4.10

A Bolea

T

4.4.10
4.4.10

Bob O'Hara

T
t

C. Heide

A separate RequestIResponse indicator is definod. while this is aIrea.dy encoded in the Sub-Type field
in section 4.1.2.1.2.
It is suggested to use the indicator approach, and coUaps the Ma.na~ sub-type field.

replace "zero octets" with "one octet. "
replace "length is zero octet" with "length is two oaets. The first octet contains the value of this
element, the second is an unused octet to make this element an even number of

This could be a beUer way to do this to allow sufficient room
for future Management frame type increase. "l"beR is ClII1"IDIy
only one reserved MArui"",,",,,", type subtype available.
It is not clear bow this element is used. It needs to be beUer

I

defined.
required due to ~ in element coding (see 4.4)
the length carmot be zero because the value musl in one odd.,

I

•

and all elemems must be an even ~ of octets.

octets."

4.4.1
0

C. Thomas
Baumgartner

4.4.10

Jon Rosdahl

t

Correct the paragraph SO that it makes sense.
T

How can there be a boolean value of 0 and 1
when there is no octect of infonnation?
Remove 4.4.10 as this indicator is reduntent to the sub-

(blank)

type indicator. Not necessary to have an element for a
single bit nroo"i"....", defined.
4.4.10

MarK Demange

t

Element specific field is defined to be zero octets yet the description indicates two possible values for
this field - neat trick.. Change element specific length to I octet.
How can a field be true or false if it has a length of zero. This must be corrected.

Impossible to send information in zero bits.

After 4.4.27 is a second paragraph numbered 4.4.10. Should this be 4.4.28?

Numbering not correct.

4.4.10

Rick White

4.4.1
0
(sic)

C. Thomas
Baumgartner

4.4.10

C. Heide

e

change section number to 4.4.28

there is already a section 4.4.10

P. Brenner

T

Delete paragraph

Bob O'Hara

E
E
t
T

delete ~lOC"
Update Reference to 802.1 OlOC: to reflect proper reg. number
Complcl.e reference to 802. 10

There is DO use for this parameter. Requests and Responses are
differcntialed by the SubType.
not required

T

e

page
64
4.4.10.
4.4.11
4.4.11
4.4.11
4.4.11

Mahany
McDonald

Rick. White

S,·l-,mission

Must define the Privacy Algorithm Numbers.

Pagt' 10 of38

Not Complete
Notdcfined

,
,

SimoJ"l ;alack, et. al.

March 1995
i SEC. I AUTHOR
4.4. 12

~arom

TAG

I

I RATIONALE

PRQPQSED C"rlANGE ~

nus fiel., can speci1Y the erroc value.

Ve:.una

Doc: IEEE P802.i 1-95/65
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The one byte octet is DOt used to the full~

e.g. OOOOOOOO ~ No Error
00000oo 1 ........... II 11 11 II = Error Codes

4.4.1
2

C. Thomas
It
Baumgartner

4.4.12

Rick White

T

4.4.13
4 .4.13

Sarosh Vesuna
A Bolca

T

Correct the paragraph for even numbers of octets or change Figure 4-10

Can't have 1 octet fields according to 4 .4.

Element Specific field length must be an even number of octets. Must define wruch octet
contains the Information.

Definition of Element Specific field.
How does a zero octet field specify dilf~ error oodcs.
I'm interpreting this d ement as a method of specifYing an error
code. nus means that the \engIb is oon-zero. If my
interpretatioo is COITCCt this elemmtlink field mould be two
odds. OR ,,~ couW iIIcorponde lids IacIiation IIIlo
IIII1ISed octet the Status Value ~
required due III dJange in element coding (see 4.4)
the length cannot be zero because the value I11IISt in one octet,
and all elemc:nls musl be an even nwnbcr of odds.

*

or

4.4. 13
4.4. 13

Bob O'Hara
C. Heide

T
t

replace "zero odds" with "one octet"
replace "length is zero octet" with "length is two octets. The first octet contains the value of this
element, the second is an unused octet to malce this element an even number of

octets. •

How can no octets indicate reason codes?

Correct the paragraph for the number of octets needed to indicate all possible
reason codes

4.4. 1
3

C. Thomas
It
Baumgartner

4.4.13

Mark Demange

t

4.4. 13

Mark Demange

t

4.4. 13
4.4.13

Rick White
Simon Black

T
T

Element specific field is defmed III be zero octets yet the dcsaiption indicales reason codes present neat trick.- Change elemmt specific len~ to variable number of octets.
List of valid reason codes needs III be defmed.

ed in zero octets. This must be corrected.
How can a reason code be r
The error indicator apparently includes. field that shall indicate a reason code that resulted in a Status
Value of 'failure'. However, the standard defines the field length as zero octets and no error codes are
defined.

Element serves no JlUI1IOIIC ifrc:asoo codes aren't standardiz.c:d.
Undefined values for DCOCSSlIl)' fIeld is inappropri.aIe for •
standard.
Impossible III send information in zero bits.
Error Indicator field undefined.

Propose a one octet field length with enumerated error codes.
4.4 . 13

Tim Phipps

T

Incomplete.
A list oferror codes is necessary. Also. the length cannot be zero octets.

E
E

4.4. 13.
4.4. 14

P. Brenner
Rick White

4,4.1

5

C. Thomas
It
Baumgartner

4.4. 15

Rick. White

T

4.4. 16

Mark Demange

t

4.4. 16

Rick. White

T

4 .4. 16
4.4.16
4.4.17

Rick. White
Simon Black
Bob O'Hara

T
T
E

Submission

The specific field length is one octet

Without a list of error codes defmed in the standard. there is no
way that implcmedon can inI.erprct error codes from otteach other.

Should read "the MAC address of the STA contained in the access point with which the
station is currently associated.

There is no way III specifY • reason code with zero ( !) octets
1be AP could have another MAC address for the OS. The
address must be that of the 802. 11 MAC.

Correct the paragraph for even numbers of octets or change Figure 4-10

Can't have 1 octet fields according to 4.4.

Element SpecifIC field length must be an even number of octets. Must define which octet
contains the Information.
List of valid algorithms needs to be defined.

Definition of Element Specific field.

dement SpecifIC field length must be an even, variable number of octets. Must define which
octet contains the information.
Must define the list of supported privacy and authentication algorithms
How are privacy/authentication algorithms encoded in the supported algorilhm list?
delete "xx"

Page 31 of38

Undefmed values fOl' necessary field is inappropriate for a
!Undard.
Definition of EIcmcnl Specific tidd..
Not defined
No cncodinRSPeCified in staDdard.
_EO'rclquire<L _ _

Simon Black, et. ai.

March 1995
I SEC. I AUTHOR

TAG

I PROPOSED CHANGE

__ _

Simon Black.

T
T

Must define the authentication algorithms or reference a list
There are no authenlication algorithms defmed in lEEE802.1 0, only two confidentiality algorithms and
these are only in Ul informative annex to the standard

4.4.17

TimPbipps

T

Remove: "as identified in 802.1 Oxx".

4.4.18
4.4.18

Mark Demange
Rick. White

t

T

4 .4.19
4.4.19

Mark DenwJge
Rick. White

T

Need maximum length for this field
Element Specific field length must be an even, variable number of octets. Must define which
octet contains the information.
Need maximum length for this field
Element SpecifIC field length must be an even, variable number of octets. Must define which
octet contains the information.

4.4.2

C. Thomas
Baumgartner

4.4.2

Renfro

4.4.2
4.4.2
4.4.2,
4.4.3,
4.4.4
4.4.2.1
4.4.2.1

4.4.1 7
4.4.17

Rick. White

t

I RATIO NALE
-

Doc: IEEE P802.11-95/65
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Notdefmed.
IEEE 802.10 algorithm registry only applies to confidenli.aIity
algorithms.
802.10 does DOt support auIhcntica1ioo.

Definition of Element Speci6c field

Definition of Element Speci6c field.

Change DTIM Count field length to 2 octets or change Figure 4-10.

Can't have 1 octet fields according to 4.4.

T

Change firm "TIMs" to "Beacons".

Rick White

T

Rick White
Fischer, Mike.

T
T

Element SpecifIC field length must be an even number of octets. Must define which octet
contains the information.
TIM and DTIM must be defined or a reference to a definition
The DTIM count, DTIM period, and broadcast indicator should be combined into a single, 2Doct.et
element called DTIM Info

Strictly this should be beacons since TIMs are CUJndJy
e\anc:ra which may or may DOt be present in • beaooo
. : upon the availability of PSP data for Iransmission.
Definition of Element SpecifIC field

C. Heide
C. Heide

E
T

4.4.2.1

C.Heide

T

4.4.2.1
4.4.2.8

Miceli
Okada

4.4.20
4 .4.20

Mark Demange
Rick White

T
E
Approve
t
T

4.4.21
4.4.21

Sarosh Vesuna
Mahany

E

Complete Regulatory Domain for known geographic areas.

4.4.2 1

E

4.4.21
4.4.21
4.4.21
4.4.21

Wim
Diepstraten
JoImHaves
ABolea
Bob O'Hara
C. Heide

The Regulatory domain specification is missing.
It is also unclear where in which frame) this element is to be used.
TBD

4.4.2
1

C. Thomas
Baumgartner

4.4.21
4.4.21

Glen Sherwood
Mark Demange

4.4.21
4.4.21

McDonald
Renfro

It

In point (b) replace "ad hoc LAN" with ".
BSS"twice
To the sentence "The Frame Body shall be the MSDU or a fragntent thereof' to the clause ·unless its
subtype is "Null Function", ·CF-Ack" or "CF-Poll" in which case the Frame Body is empty."
add a definition of "CF-aware"

Not defmed or referenced.
These items are useless in isolation. Sincc they will always be
sent together, they should be grouped with one eIemem type.
that's what it meam to say
90IDC da1a frames have no frame body.

the aaonym definitiom say that CF means c:oordinalion
function. DOt oonIention free. What does CF-aware mean?
definition

Regulatory Domain must be listed
type miss: 4 .4.10 Connection ID
Need maximum length for this field
Element SpecifIC field length must be an even, variable number of octets. Must define which
octet contains the information.

Definition of Element SpecifIC field.
Is the list intentionally blank or are we missing
Readability

Fill in the list of domains
remove this section.

No
domains are specified.
The list of regulatory domains is missing.
specification is required
section is inoomplcte and elcmed is DOt used anywhere.

Add miising list of regulatory domains. Correct the paragraph for even
numbers of octets or change Figure 4-10

Need this information to comply with standard.
Can't have 1 octet fields according to 4.4.

T
t

Specify list for regulatory domains.
List ofva\id regulatory domains needs to be defmed.

No list is specified.
Undefmed values for necessary flCld is ioappropria1e for •

t

Complete the list of domains

Err
T
T
t

It

standard.

Submission
,

Not Complete
List missing.

T
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TAG

4.4.21

Rick White

T

4.4.21
4.4.21

Rick White
Simon Black

T
T

I PROPOSED CHANGE

.

Element Specific field length must be an even number of octets. Must define which octet
contains the Informatloo.
Must define the list of ~ulatorv domains
This field shall identifY a regulatory domain. The following values arc defined:

J

RATIONALE

_ _ _ __

- ]

Definition of Elemed SpecifIC field.
Notdefmed
The cnooding of the rcgulatOf)' domain field is undefined in the
standard.

I=USA
2 =Europc
3 = Japan
All other values arc CC8eFVed.

I
!

I

The element SPecific field lenlM is one octet.

4.4.21

Tim Phipps

T

The enooding ofthe elemeol body was incompIetA:.

Add:

"The encoding is l=USA, 2=Europe, 3=Japan".
4.4.21
to
4.4.25
4.4.22
4.4.22
4.4.22

Jeff Rackowitz

E

How arc these used. 'There were no OJa!18gement frames listing these elements. lfthese arc required,
what about OS frame body e\emcnta?

Glen Sherwood
Rick. White
A Bolca

E

Defme "Hop Pattern" before using.
Chanae title of subsection (element) 10 HOPPinG SeQuence Set.

4.4.2
2

C. Thomas
It
Baumgartner

4.4.22

Marlc. Demange

t

4.4.22

Renfro

T

4.4.22

Rick 'N'hite

T

E
T

I

I
I
I

Term is used befoce bein2 defined.

I
I

SiDoc the Set, Pauem. IDdcx e1emc:uls all apply to FH PHYSo,
they should always be used together. Thcrefoce these cIcmmIs
could be combined into one elcmcft. This would reduce the
DI.IIDber- of octets required from 12 to 6.
Since the Pattan IIIIIIJixI' wUqueIy identifies ooe of the 66
possible patterns there is no Med fOl' a SET 1IUIJlbcr.
In addition. if a SIation receives the beacon, then it aIrcady
knows the index within the pattenL lDere is no need (01' the
INDEX rumbcr.
C~: W~ -a,. MH tile r.tten EIeMsIt!

Correct the paragraph for even numbers of octets or change Figure 4-10

Can't have 1 octet fields according to 4.4.

Pattern, hop timing. and possibly index should be combincG with this element to form one element

These elcmcuts will in most cases be used Iogdhcr making
them a umual choice fOl' inclusioo in one e\emaa..
Combine 4.4.22, 4.4 ..23 and 4.4.24 into single element defining
the bopping paUem. Pattern is su1f1Cicnt by itself when giVCII
rurrcnl bop frequency wbicb is kDOMI if ~ is received
(e.g., receiver must be tuned to CWTCIIlIy correct frc:queocy).
Delete index since it must be updmd each bop and adds DO
infornWiOll which c:amoc be derived from paUcm and WITCd
frequency.

Must identify what value correspond to which set of hop patterns defined in the FH PHY

Not defined.

,

section or reference table In FH PHY section.
4.4.22
till
4.4.24

Wim
Diepstraten

f.IT

The Set, Pattern and Index elements will always go together, and can best be encoded into one element
containing the 3 fields described.

The grouping of diffCl'Clll elemenls that arc: closely related in
subject and usc imo a single elemeol does improve efficicocy
and clarity.

4.4.2
2-25

McKown

E

FH PRY-specific field descriptions outside FH PRY convergence layer section

1 MAC, manyPRYs

Submission
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4.4.2225

TAG

Simon Black.

T

I PROPOSED CHANGE

I

Introduce new element FH Parameten in place of Set, Pattern, Index and Hop Timing.
FH Parameters

RATiONALE

- --·

-]

Suggest that the frequcucy bopping eIemc:nIs be grouped
together and arranged to be swic ~ ( index and hop
timing m;ay be out of date if a hop occurs while the frame is
queued for trammission). Advanlage is simplicity.

This field shall contain the information necessary for a station to maintain FH synchronisation. It
consists of the following sub-fields.
Dwell Interval:
Hop Set:
Hop Sequence:
4.4.2225

Tim Phipps

T

Indicates the current Dwell Interval in microseconds. Four octets.
Indicates the current Hop Set. One octet, valid values 0, 1,2.
Indicates the current Hop Sequence. One octet.
These elcmc:nts are always eithcs- all preso:nt or all abscd.. This
modific:alioo simplifies the formatting of frames, mtJces the

Rep/ace these sections with:

ownber of element types and reduces the size ofbeacon and

4.4.22 Bop Parameters

probe response frames.

This field contains all parameters which are necessary for a receiving station
to maintain Hop synchronisation with the transmitting station.

The first field in the Draft specificication's "Hop Timing"
element is a duplicate of the TSF timer and has been removed.
The "Hop Index" elemcd is equivalc:nl to (TSF timer) I

It consists of the following fields:

Dwell Interval

Value ofMACMGT_DweIUnterval, 32-bits, in
microseconds.

nHops

Number of hop dwells in a hop sequence, I octet.

Hop Set

Selects one of three hop sequence sets.
Values: 0 to 2, 1 octet.

Hop Sequence

Selects a hop sequence from within a hop set.
Values: 0 to the number of sequences in the set, I
octet.

MACMGT_ Dwell_Inaaval, and has been removed 00 the
~ that redundaot infonnatioo is wmecessary. Abo, this
requires that only one time-aitical dement be pRSCnl in the
frame payload which simplifies the implementa1ion.

Adopting this change also requires that the change to 7. 1.5
described herein is also adoptA:d

I

E

4.4.23

Rick White

4.4.2
3

C. Thomas
Baumgartner

4.4.23

Rick White

T

4.4.24
4.4.24
4.4.24
4.4.24

Mark Demange
Rick White
Rick White
A Bolea

e
E
E
T

I

t

Change title of subsection (element) to Hop Pattern

Correct the paragraph for even numbers of octets or change Figure 4-10

Can't have 1 octet fields according to 4.4.

Must define what value corresponds to which hop sequence set defined in the FH PHY
section or referenoe table in FH PHY section.
Need to define this as c:unen1 index value or next index value in !he hop sequence..
Change title of subsection (element) to Hop Pattern Index.
Must reference Hop SeQuence Set tables in FH PHY section

Not defined.

If a station receives the beacon, thco it aIready knows the index
within the pattern. "111m: is no need for the first part ofthis
element! h just imroduces overbead and impIemeulation
complexity.

--

Submission

I
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TAG

I PROPOSED CHANGE

[ RATIONALE

__

- -

-

C. Thomas
It
Ba!Jll!gartner

Correct the paragraph for even numbers of octets or change Figure 4-10

4
4.4.25

Sarosh Vesuna

Both the fields in the Hop timing section only needs to be 24 bits.

24 bits give us about 16 seconds. l'hi'I should be far more than
adequate time for these 2 fields. The extra 8 bits in the 32 bit
field seem to be a waste.

4.4.25

Bob O'Hara

E

4.4.25

A Bolea

T

4.4.25

Renfro

T

4.4.25

Wim
Diepstraten

T

4.4.2

7.1.5
4.4.26

4.4.26

bdobyns

Dean
Kawaguchi

insert after the first sentence: "It shall consist of two subfields." change remaining references to "fields"
to " subfields"

If a SIlItioo receives the beacon, then it knows the timing from
the timestamp element. There is no need for the first time field
in this element! It just introduces overbead and implemcnlalion

The Hop timing element is to be deleted, because its function is already available according to the
specification in section 7.1.5 by using the TimeStamp element. In addition a Owell_ Interval elements
is needed. This could also be combined into the single element that specifies the Set, Pattern and Index,
to get one element that specifies the "Channel Sync" element that is being used in a Beacon and Probe
Response frame.
So according to the TSF utilization detailed in section 7.1.5 a Hopping pattern phase is fully specified
by the new element Channel_Sync(Set, Pattern. Index, Owell_Interval) and the TimeStamp element
that is already present in a Beacon.

T

T

]

-- -

Can't have I octet fields according to 4.4.

If the Set, Pattern and Index fields are specified for the Channel Sync element, then the requirement
that the specification in section 7.1.5 should be deleted.
SpecifY which rate this is by referring to a rate set in the PHY MIB section 9.1.1.2 agPbyRate_Grp:
&Supported_ Rx_Rates,
aSupported_Tx_Rates,
aBSS _Basic_Rate_Set,
&Station_Basic_Rate,
aExtended_Rate_Set,
aPLCP_Rate,
aPreferred_ Tx_ Rate,
&Preferred Rx Rate

complexity.
Define this element as bop dwell time and delde first 32 bit
field This is infonnalioo which is redundant when the curraJl
message has a time stamp and the pattern information given in
4.4.23.
Section 7.1.5 and the element defmitions and the specification
of the elemmls that go into the diffc:reol fiames are CUITCd.Iy
incoosistent, and need to be clearly defmed.

The IR PHY is a.symroetr1c - it may receive at rates which it
carmot transmit on.

Stll'lpeFted Rates BSS RATE
lllis field shall speeHy alllhe f8tes iB 'nlHeh tAts swl:ieft is €aJlable te reeeive.
It is eaeeded as a ..·afta~le fNtftI:6ef at: e~et:s '1,'l!ere eaeh eetet deseR~es a
siflgle suppefted mte i:ft UBits ef. l QQkBitfs Ee.g. a I ~~s Fate ',lill ~e eA:eeded
as QftOL'0. The elemeat Sf)eGifia field leagtB is a varia9le BtifRger at: aetets.

I

This field shall snecifv the management defined rate at which a oarticular BSS
communicates on all non<ontrol frames. This field shall be Rresent in all
manae:ement frames.
4.4.26

Mark Demange

t

4.4.26

Rick. White

T

List of valid supported rates needs to be defmed.
Element SpecifIC field length must be an even, variable number of octets. Must define which

Undefmed values for necessary field is inappropriate for a
standard.
Definition of Element Specific field

octet contains the information.

Submission
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4.4.26

Stuart Kerry

TAG

T

I PROPOSED CHANGE

_ _ _ _ .:.:RA:...:.T:..:I.:;:ON:..;;ALE==----_ _ _ _ _ __
L...t

_ _ _ _----I

SHWElFted Rates BSS RATE

+his Bela sftatl speei:fy aU the fates i:a ...AMeh l'his Sl:at:ieR is eapa~le Kl FeeeWe.
It: is eReeded 8S 8 wA:aele RHmgef af eetets where eaeh eetet EleseRbes 8
siRgle suppeFted F81e HI tiRifS ef 100 k9i~s (e.g. 8 I Maps fate vAJI Be efleedeEi
as Q~l"..). The elemeBt speei:fie field leBgtR is a variaale RHHlgef ef eetefS.
This field shall snecifv the management defined rate at which a oarticular BSS
communicates on all non-control frames. This field shall be Qresent in all
management frames.
4.4.27

Wim
Diepstraten

Elf

4.4.27

Bob O'Hara

T

4.4.27

C. Heide

t

4.4.2
7
4.4.27

C. Thomas
Baumgartner
Rick. White

4.4.28
4.4.28

11ris element is related to the TBS connection specification.
The IWllC should be clwtged to reflect this functionality.
It should be clarified in which frame this element is to be used.
In line with other COfDDlents, the time_specification should be in uscc.
change "one octet" to "three octets" in the next to last sentence and "three octetes" to five octets" in the
last sentence.
remove this element

The cum:nt 1ength of the mean request interval does no( alJow
for sufficiently large values to support some process control
applications that need no( include VQice traffic.
the "time-bounded data packet" to which this eIemeol refers is
undefined, and the element is no( specified as being used
anywhere.

Correct the paragraph for even numbers of octets or change Figure 4-10.

Can't have I octet fields according to 4.4.

T

Element Specific field length must be an even number of octets. Must define which octet
contains the infonnatlon.

Definition of Element specific field.

Dean

E

Connection ID

P~phnwn~is~

Kawaguchi
Stuart Kerry

E

Connection ID

P~ph

4.4.29
to
4.4.31

Jeff Rac:k.owitz

E

Add: Weight, Channel Sync Infonnation, Identity Assertion.

4.4.3

C. Thomas
Baumgartner

4.4.3

Renfro

4.4.3

Rick White

4.4.3
4.4.4

Rick White

T

Renfro

T

4.4.5

bdobyns

T

4.4.5

bdobyns

T

It

nwnber is ~
I

I

Submission

Change DTIM Period field length to 2 octets or change Figure 4-10

Can't have I octet fields according to 4.4.

T

Change flI"St "TIM" to "Beacon".

T

Element SpecifIC field length must be an even number of octets. Must define which octet
contains the information.
TIM and DTIM must be defined or a reference to a definition
Change definition of Broadcast Indicator so that it is always present and its value indicates whether or
not a broadcast message will follow the DTIM.
This disagrees with 3.1.4 about the length of Station ID. Here it is 16 bits, but in 3.1.4 it can be
arbitrarily long. The given example is 48 bits.
Add some prose along the lines of"As used to identifY the station in the TIM"

Strictly this should be beacons since TIMs are currently
elements which may or may no( be presenl in a beacon
. : upon the avaibbility ofPSP data for transmission.
Defmition of Element Specific field.

It
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Not defined or referenced.
Simplifies the implementation.
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4.4.5

Marl< Demange

4.4.5
4.4.6

Rick White
CHRIS
ZEGELIN

4.4.6

I Sarosh Vesuna

PROPOSED CHANGE

RATIONALE

t

SID length should be reduced to 1 octet.

1 octet allows 256 (0-255) !lations within a asS. This is
sufficient fO£ aU conceivable cases. Future higher dale nile
PHY. could conceivably IUppOI1 more tfWI 256 stalions from a
capacity penpcdive but won 't IIIpport them from a oovc:n.ge

T

Must define how SID is assigned

This is not oovered in Section 7.3.2.

TAG

J
i

perspective.

4.4.6

C.Thomas
Baumgartner

4.4.6

loeKubler

4.4.6

C. Thomas
Baumgartner

4.4.6

C. Thomas
Baumgartner

4.4.6

Rick White

4.4.6

TIlE BLOCK IDENTIFIER DOES NOT NEE D TIlE 'MORE' BIT BECAUSE TIlE LENGTIl OF
THE TIM IS SPECIFIED BY TIlE LINK FIELD. CHANGE TIlE M TO B8 AND REMOVE All.
REFERENCES TO THE MORE BIT.
In the Block Identifier octet the More bit (b7) must be removed. Instead make that bit as "BT'.

Rick White

4 .•. 7
4.4.7

Sarosh Vesuna
Mark Demange

4.4.7
4.4.7

A Bolca

4.4.7
4.4.7
4.4.8
4.4.8
4.4.8

Paragraph 1.6 Conventions says LSB on the
right. I don't like this convention and the IR
PHY group wrote LSB on left also. Perhaps we
should change 1.6 instead.

reverse the drawing of BI

e

add an example illustrating two stotlions in scptU"ale groups.

this text is cr.nfiruno: (and I was at the meeting

t

Correct the paragraph for even numbers of octets or change Figure 4-10

t

Change fomula for calculation correspondence of bit to SID to "Station ID
equal to 56*(block group-I) + S*(block-I) + block bit position (LSB equals bit
position 0)
Element Specific field length must be an even number of octets. Must define which octet

This is the only element that needs lots of octets.
Recommend we change Figure 4-10 to allow
onlv 0-255 octets.
Formula not correct. Don't use "M" in formunla
since this can get confused with M (More) bit.
Formula needs to change if the SID's start at 1.

I

E

T

T

contains the information.
This section must be corrected to allow for as many block groups as required, up to a limit
which must be defined.

e

Change name of Short Time Stamp element to Time Stamp.

E
T

Add "in usee" to the end of the first sentence.

Rick White
Wim
Diepslraten

T
T

What is the TSFTIMER and what are its units? This must be defined.

Renfro
A Bolea

E
T

Renfro

Submission

This bit is ndmdant and provides information thal may
conflict with the information provided by the link. field Since
the Link field specifics the IIWIIbcr of octets in an clemenl. it
already provides information about wh.= the TIM cl.:me:nl
ends. This tells us whether more bIocIc. groups follow. An
additional More bit if set incorrectly will cause confusion.

I

Definition of EIc:rncn Specific field.

If the field Iengtb is 1imited to 8 octets tfWI the number ofSTAs
is limited to 56 SIDs (7-8). The Block Group Idmtifier
indicates that there can be more than 1 block ~.
This lICICtioo uys exactly the same thing as 4.4.8. Please cIari1Y.
TSFTIMER is defiDcd as a 31 bit value. There is DO refercocc
anywhere in the «aft to a TSFTIMER value greater than 31
bits. Therefore, The Long Time Stamp elemmt is ~
and should be deleced. Ifthere is DO long time stamp elemaf.
then the name of this elaDCd should be changed to ranove the
word "short".

This elemeot should be defined as eIancnl zero 90 that it
always falb in the same place of !:Very beacon and probe
respoe;e message to rcWoc implementation ~xity.
Units of mi~ should be spccifi~
Not defined

Why are there two Time Stamp formats specified.
There is no reference in the standerd to this.
When is the Long Time Stamp relevant, and used.
Add "in usee" to the end of the first sentence.

i
Units of microsecono!s should be specifi~
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] PROPOSED CHANGE

RATIONALE
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TSFflMER is defined as a 31 bit value. ~ is DO rcCa-cooc
anywba"e in the draft to a TSFIlMER value ~ tbau 31
bits. Therefore. The short time stamp is sufIicicn..

4 .4.8

Mark Demange

t

Delete this element.

4.4.8
4.4.8

Rick. White
Tim Phipps

T
T

What is the TSFTIMER and what are its units? This must be defined.

Not defined.

Replace with the following

In the FH PHY case, 1be TSF tima" is resclto zero OIl
completion of a hop cycle.

This field shall represent the value of the extended TSF timer of a frame's
source. The element-specific field length is eight octects.

This definition applies cqua1Jy to boIh the m pity and adaphycases.

The extended TSF time is defined such that its value is strictly increasing.
It is composed of two 32-bit fields. The least significant field is the 32-bit

TSFtimer. The most significant field contains a count of tbe number of
times tbe 32-bit TSF timer has been reset to zero.
Add this at the end.
"The ESS 10 may be pick.ed at random by the user".

4.4.9

Sarosh Vesuna

4.4.9

ABolea

T

4.4.9

C. Heide

t

4.4.9
4.4.9

Renfro
Rick. White

T
T

4.4.9
4.4.x

Rick. White

T
T

Fiscbcr. Mike.

Submission

add "The element length shall always be an even number of octets. Ifthe field value is an odd number
of octets an unused pad byte shall be added at the end
Element SpecifIC field length must be an even, variable number of octets. Must define which
octet contains the infonnation.
How Is the ESSIO represented In the field? This must be defined.
Elements are even numbers of octets, the ftrSt paragraph of 4.4 and the definitions of fIWlY 01 DoddO
elements need to be upda!.ed.
Also, add statemenlOStatiOl1.'l receiving management frames with element types which they do not
know how to ~shaIl ignore the associated element6
and the statement OElemenIs shall be ordered in the frame body by onIcf of ascending Element Type
vaiue.6
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How is this ESS 10 created. We need some text.
This element needs to be betkr defined. In additioo, a more
practica1lcngth limit should be specified.
1be 1ength carmot be zero because the value must in ooe odd,
and all elcmenls must be an even number of odds.
Specify \cnglh ofESS 10. Su~6 bytes.
Defmitioo of Element Specific field.
Notdefmed.
coosilIkncy. oompldeocss, correspondence with the imcd of
lCVeraI e1cmcnlDrelated decisions at the Septanbcr 1994 and
November 1994 rrw:ctingI

I

I

.

,

I
I
I

I

Simon Black, et. at.

